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This paper considers markets mediated by autonomous self-interested comparison-shopping agents. As in
today’s markets, the agents do not charge buyers for their services but rather benefit from payments ob-
tained from sellers upon the execution of a transaction. The agents aim at maximizing their expected ben-
efit, taking into consideration the cost incurred by the search and competition dynamics that arise in the
multi-agent setting. The paper provides a comprehensive analysis of such models, based on search theory
principles. The analysis results in a characterization of the buyers’ and agents’ search strategies in equilib-
rium. The main result of the paper is that the use of self-interested comparison-shopping agents can result
in a beneficial equilibrium, where both buyers and sellers benefit, in comparison to the case where buyers
control the comparison-shopping agent, and the comparison-shopping agents necessarily do not lose. This,
despite the fact that the service is offered for free to buyers and its cost is essentially covered by sellers.
The analysis generalizes to any setting where buyers can use self-interested agents capable of effectively
performing the search (e.g., evaluating opportunities) on their behalf.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In an effort to fully exploit the plethora of retailers and virtual stores over the inter-
net, buyers are increasingly adopting autonomous agents [Tan et al. 2010; Maes et al.
1999; Decker et al. 1997]. While there are many applications in which agents can be
used in order to facilitate consumer-related activities over the different stages of the
consumer’s buying experience [Guttman et al. 1998; He et al. 2003], most emphasis in
research is placed on the integration of software agents into the “Merchant brokering”
stage [Maes et al. 1999; Haynes and Thompson 2008]. In this stage, the buyer searches
for sellers who offer a specific desired product and learns their price. This process
can be facilitated by many commercial comparison-shopping agents (CSAs) found on
the Web (e.g., PriceScan.com, Shopping.com, MySimon.com). These agents (also called
shopbots [Doorenbos et al. 1997; Fasli 2006]) are Web-based intelligent software ap-
plications that can help online shoppers find lower prices for commodities or services.
The main advantage of CSAs is in their capability to automatically query multiple
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electronic sellers for price information and present it in a consolidated and compact
format [Bakos 1997; Kephart et al. 2000].

This paper advances CSA research by adding two important dimensions to the
classical models of CSA-based search in electronic markets. First, it considers self-
interested CSAs, whose search policy is determined merely by their own net benefit.
This is in contrast to the assumption commonly made in prior studies of such markets,
according to which the CSAs’ goal is identical to the buyer’s goal and thus it operates in
a way that minimizes the buyer’s expense [Markopoulos and Ungar 2002; Janssen and
Moraga-Gonzalez 2004]. The agents’ benefit in our model is affected by payments re-
ceived from sellers for purchases made by buyers that they direct to their websites and
the costs incurred as part of the real-time querying process in which the agents need to
engage in order to obtain the appropriate price quotes from sellers. Second, the model
assumes that each CSA operates in a market where several other self-interested CSAs
are available to the buyer. Thus, when constructing their search strategy, the CSAs
need to consider not only the benefits in extending their search versus the costs associ-
ated with it but also the competition dynamics that arise from the influence that their
search strategy has on other CSAs’ strategies and vice versa.

The analysis employs “search theory” principles [McMillan and Rothschild 1994;
Morgan and Manning 1985; Lippman and McCall 1976], which is a standard frame-
work for analyzing equilibrium in markets where buyers use comparison-shopping
agents [Janssen and Moraga-Gonzalez 2004; Waldeck 2008]. In particular, the model
considers sequential search strategies. Under the new assumptions, a comprehensive
search-based equilibrium analysis is given and the individual welfare of each of the
players is extracted. These are compared to the case where CSAs are buyer-operated
(or “self-operated”), i.e., the buyer controls the CSA, however needs to account for its
search cost. In the latter approach, the CSA’s search strategy resembles the one used
in current CSA literature, i.e., attempts to minimize the overall expected expense. The
results of such a comparison are important, for example, to owners of electronic mar-
ketplaces, such as alibaba.com, made-in-china.com and gobizkorea.com, that want to
attract more buyers and sellers by improving their benefit from using the website plat-
form through offering CSA services. Utilizing the analysis, a marketplace owner can
not only decide between offering CSAs controlled by buyers and self-interested CSAs
that do not charge buyers, but can also reason about the optimal (for her purposes)
number of CSAs to be used and the payment that sellers will need to pay CSAs upon
the completion of a transaction if the self-interested CSAs are preferred.

The analysis reveals several interesting, and somehow non-intuitive, insights con-
cerning the effect of competing CSAs on individual buyers’, CSAs’ and sellers’ perfor-
mance. Particularly, it is shown that there is no guarantee that the beneficiaries of
the transition to self-interested seller-payments-driven CSAs (in comparison to buyer-
operated CSAs) are the buyers at the expense of the sellers. This, despite the buyer’s
direct saving of the costs incurred by the search process and the expenses of sellers in
the form of payments to CSAs. The high level explanation of this phenomena is that
the CSAs-based equilibrium enables buyers to save on the search cost, however dic-
tates a less extensive search (than the one used with buyer-operated CSAs) which lets
the sellers keep more of the trade surplus. This enables demonstrating a wide range
of the possible consequences of having competing self-interested CSAs in a market.
These range from both buyers and sellers benefiting (denoted “mutually-beneficial”
equilibrium onwards) to individual benefit to one of the parties and individual loss to
the other. Even when the buyers lose due to the use of self-interested CSAs, for many
specific choices of the number of competing agents and the magnitude of payments
that sellers make to CSAs, the increase in the sellers’ expected benefit is greater than
the increase in the buyer’s expense. In such cases, if an appropriate side-payment
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mechanism can be established (e.g., sellers will compensate buyers for using the self-
interested CSAs in the form of discounts if using the latter for search), then a wide
range of solutions can hold in which both parties benefit in comparison to the buyer-
operated search case. This kind of result cannot hold in the case of buyer-operated
CSAs, as discussed later on.

The paper also addresses the inherent problem of service misuse that may occur
in markets with competing self-interested CSAs [Zhu and Madnick 2010; mySimon
2000]. The model in this case is extended to enable CSAs to prevent misuse by charging
a usage fee. The analysis shows what fee should be charged in equilibrium and the
strategies to be used by CSAs and buyers in this case.

As thoroughly discussed in Section 7, the analysis and results can be generalized
for other markets where the buyers’ search involves a thorough evaluation of oppor-
tunities rather than merely obtaining a price quote. Examples for such markets are
autotrader.com and Yet2.com. In these examples, the buyer needs to query sellers
for supplementary information regarding the opportunities they list (used cars, inven-
tions and patents) in order to reason about their actual value. The buyer can make
use of an expert or an agent that performs the evaluation more effectively, querying
sellers on her behalf. Here again the same question may arise, of whether to rely on a
free seller-sponsored self-interested agent or hire a costly agent that will conduct the
search according to the buyer’s best interest.

2. RELATED WORK
The agent-based comparison-shopping domain has attracted the attention of re-
searchers and market designers ever since the introduction of the first CSA (Bargain-
Finder, [Krulwich 1996]) [Tan et al. 2010; Bakos 1997; Guttman et al. 1998; He et al.
2003]. CSAs were expected to reduce the search cost associated with obtaining price
information by finding the best price or nearest point of distribution [Pathak 2010;
Montgomery et al. 2004; Wan et al. 2009; Maes 1994]. As such, the majority of CSA
research is mostly concerned with analyzing the influence of CSAs on retailers’ and
consumers’ behavior [Clay et al. 2002; Johnson et al. 2004; Smith 2002; Karat et al.
2004; Yuan 2003] and the cost of obtaining information [Bakos 1997; Waldeck 2008].

In this context, much emphasis has been placed on pricing behavior in the pres-
ence of CSAs [Tan et al. 2010; Tang et al. 2010], and in particular on the resulting
price dispersion [Baye et al. 2004; Clemons et al. 2002] in markets where buyers ap-
ply comparison-shopping. Substantial empirical research, mostly based on data from
online books, CDs and travel markets, has given evidence to the persistence of price
dispersion [Baye et al. 2006; Brynjolfsson et al. 2003; Clay et al. 2002] in such mar-
kets. Many theories were suggested in order to explain the existence of the price dis-
persion. For example, dynamic pricing theories suggest that sellers can benefit from
frequent price adjustments of their goods, taking into account competitors’ prices [Ju-
madinova and Dasgupta 2008; Kephart et al. 2000]. Alternatively, E-retail managers
may use “hit and run” sales strategies, undertaking short-term price promotions at
unpredictable intervals - a method shown to be effective and widely used [Baye et al.
2004]. Recently, it was reported in the Financial Times that sellers on Amazon’s retail
site are increasingly using high-speed algorithmic trading tools to automatically set
prices, in a way that ensures that their prices are always below their rivals [Jopson
2012].

The investigation of CSAs’ search strategies builds on “search theory”, which has
been a well-established research domain since the 60’s [McMillan and Rothschild 1994;
Morgan and Manning 1985; Lippman and McCall 1976]. Search theory investigates op-
timal stopping rules for searchers in a costly environment, taking into consideration
the trade-off between the marginal benefit of each additional search iteration and the
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cost of executing it ([Hazon et al. 2009; Lippman and McCall 1976; Morgan and Man-
ning 1985; Gal et al. 1981], and references therein). Within the framework of search
theory, two main clusters of search models can be found: (a) the sequential search
model and (b) the fixed sample size model (also known as “parallel” model). In the se-
quential search model [Rothschild 1974; Lippman and McCall 1976], the searcher ob-
tains a single value at a time, allowing multiple search stages. In the fixed sample size
model, the searcher obtains a large set of values in a single search round [Huang and
Kazeykina 2010; Stigler 1961] and then chooses the best value from those obtained.
This latter approach is most applicable when a time constraint limits the searcher to
a single search round (e.g., when applying to colleges and universities). Many variants
of these two models have been considered over the years, differing in the decision hori-
zon (finite versus infinite) [Lippman and McCall 1976], the presence of the recall option
[McMillan and Rothschild 1994] and the distribution of values. Some model variants
assume findings are valid for a limited time, and with some probability may become
obsolete and irrelevant for the search [Landsberger and Peled 1977]. Other variants
considered multi-agent cooperative search for multiple goals [Sarne et al. 2010].

A remarkably long list of articles has been dedicated to variations of the “secretary
problem” [Ferguson 1989], which is a classical optimal-stopping online problem. Yet
the latter does not involve search costs and the goal is to maximize the probability of
finding the best candidate rather than minimizing cost.

Despite the many advances in applying search theory for investigating search dy-
namics in markets where comparison-shopping principles are applied [Waldeck 2008;
Janssen and Moraga-Gonzalez 2004], the absolute majority of the works assume that
the CSA and user interests are identical and that the shopbot’s sole purpose is to serve
the buyer’s needs [Markopoulos and Ungar 2002]. Other works take the buyer to be
the CSA entity [Janssen et al. 2005; Stahl 1989; Varian 1980], i.e., uses the most cost-
effective search strategy for minimizing the buyer’s overall expense. Naturally, in such
cases, the existence of CSAs improves the buyers’ performance, resulting in a lower
benefit to sellers [Gorman et al. 2009; Nermuth et al. 2009]. Those few works that do
assume that the CSAs are self-interested autonomous entities [Kephart and Green-
wald 2002; Kephart et al. 2000] focus on CSAs that charge buyers (rather than sellers
as in today’s markets [Wan and Peng 2010]) for their services. More importantly, these
works do not take into consideration in their framework and analysis the dynamics
that arise from multi-CSA competition. One exception to the above is the seminal work
of Baye and Morgan [Baye and Morgan 2001] that examines the equilibrium interac-
tion between a market for price information (controlled by a gatekeeper, which can be
seen as the equivalent of CSA in some sense) and the homogenous product market it
serves. One strength of their model is in taking the price distribution as well as the
fees charged to buyers and sellers (subscription and advertising fees) to be endogenous,
whereas in our model buyers are not charged by the CSAs, and price distribution and
sellers’ fees are taken to be exogenous. On the other hand, our model assumes buyers
can query any seller, whereas Baye and Morgan assume buyers can directly query sell-
ers only in local markets that are completely segmented, hence each buyer can query
all sellers only if using the gatekeeper. Most importantly, Baye and Morgan assume
there is only a single monopolist gatekeeper that does not encounter any competition,
whereas our model focuses on the dynamics resulting from the multi-CSAs compe-
tition. In addition, in their model, if a buyer picks the gatekeeper alternative, then it
sees all sellers’ listings with no additional fee, hence there are no search considerations
involved from the buyer’s point of view. In our model, on the other hand, the analysis
is entirely based on optimal search considerations, as both the querying of sellers and
CSAs are associated with a cost. Finally, Baye and Morgan’s model assumes that buy-
ers are not queried proactively, but rather choose whether they want to be listed based
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on the fees set and the resulting competition, therefore there is no need for the gate-
keeper to consider search-related tradeoffs. In our model, on the other hand, CSAs’
primary decision is whether to continue querying sellers (i.e., resume search) based on
the quotes received so far.

3. THE MODEL
We first formally present the model and then give the appropriate justifications for the
assumptions made.

3.1. Model Assumptions
The model considers an electronic marketplace populated by numerous sellers and
buyers and N autonomous CSAs.1. Buyers are assumed to be self-interested and fully
rational, aiming to minimize their overall expense when purchasing a single item of a
well-defined product. They are assumed to be able to request service from any subset
of CSAs from those available in the market, incurring a cost cbuyer→csa for each queried
CSA. It is assumed that buyers can learn about an individual CSA’s search strategy (if
at all) only after incurring the cost cbuyer→csa. In addition to querying CSAs, buyers can
query sellers directly, incurring a cost cbuyer→seller ≥ cbuyer→csa. Buyers are assumed
to always prefer the minimum quote among those received from the CSAs they use.

CSAs are assumed to be self-interested and fully rational, aiming to maximize their
own net benefit. CSAs do not charge buyers for their service, however sellers have to
pay a fixed fee, denoted M , every time a buyer that was referred to their website by the
CSA executes a transaction. CSAs are assumed to be using real-time querying, upon
being requested by buyers for price comparison services. The CSAs’ querying process is
executed sequentially (i.e., a CSA queries sellers one at a time and eventually returns
a price quote), and when querying a seller, a CSA incurs a fixed cost common to all
agents, denoted ccsa→seller. It is assumed that CSAs can obtain as many price quotes
as they request, and the probability that two CSAs query the same seller at the exact
same time, receiving the exact same quote, is negligible. The duration of querying a
seller (i.e., the delay) is assumed to be negligible, in the sense that the resulting delay
in the response provided to the buyer is tolerable. Finally, the model assumes that
buyers can be identified and any CSA can choose whether to re-service a buyer asking
for price comparison for the same product within a given interval of time or not.

Sellers are not assumed to be strategic and their pricing as well as their payment
M to CSAs are assumed to be external, unaffected by the CSAs-based search process.
Consequently, any new request for a price quote is assumed to yield a different price,
from a probability distribution function f(q), which is assumed to be known to the
CSAs and buyers.

For comparison purposes, we consider the model of buyer-operated CSAs, which rep-
resents the case of having the buyer search with a CSA of its own (or searching by
itself with a similar price querying cost ccsa→seller). This model assumes that when-
ever a buyer agent requests the services of a CSA it gains full control over that agent,
however needs to account for its search costs. The CSA in this case, therefore, uses
the overall-expense-minimizing search strategy. Furthermore, it is assumed that each
buyer interested in buying the product values it more than its total expense when
querying sellers directly (i.e., with a cost cbuyer→seller), therefore a buyer always buys
the product in the end.

The main question addressed in this paper is what are the CSAs’ and buyers’
equilibrium search strategies, given the environment parameters (N , M , ccsa→seller,
cbuyer→seller, cbuyer→csa and f(q)). A buyer’s search strategy defines at each stage of the

1See the table in the appendix, containing the complete set of notations used throughout the paper.
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search, based on the CSAs that have already been queried and the best price quote re-
ceived so far, whether to resume the search and, if so, whether a seller or a CSA should
be queried next. Based on the best price quote received so far, a CSA’s strategy defines,
at each stage of the search, whether or not an additional seller should be queried. The
analysis is based on the characterization of each CSA’s strategy, given the strategies
used by the other CSAs and by the buyers. In addition, we are interested in the effect
of the payment M , the number of CSAs, N , and the search costs ccsa→seller, cbuyer→seller
and cbuyer→csa over the buyer’s expected expense and the sellers’ and CSAs’ expected
benefits in equilibrium. Since the whole process scales up linearly in the number of
times a buyer initiates a multi-CSA based search, we can simply consider the interac-
tions involving a single buyer’s search.

3.2. Assumptions’ Justification
The following paragraphs provide justifications and discuss in greater detail the dif-
ferent model assumptions. The cost that buyers incur whenever requesting a CSA’s
service or querying a seller for price can be considered the cost of the time it takes
to get to the appropriate website, specify the product of interest, as well as any other
required complementary information, and waiting for the results. The cost incurred
when querying a seller is generally greater than the cost incurred when querying a
CSA, because CSAs’ URLs are typically more accessible and their interface for specify-
ing the requested product or service is typically more structured and easy to use (than
in the sellers’ website). The assumption that buyers can learn about an individual
CSA’s search strategy only after incurring the appropriate cost is justified mainly by
the fact that a substantial portion of the cost of querying the CSA is attributed to the
time it takes the buyer to get to the CSA’s website and specify the product in which she
is interested. (Only then can she learn the strategy that this CSA will be using (if the
CSA is willing to disclose it), as each product is associated with a different distribution
of prices.) The assumption regarding buyers’ preference of the minimum quote among
those received from the CSAs they contact is based on empirical findings showing that
buyers who use CSAs are extremely sensitive to price [Tan et al. 2010; Wan and Peng
2010]. Furthermore, one can assume that the CSA will return a quote only from sellers
complying with the buyer’s requirements, resulting in a slightly greater search cost.

Having CSAs receive a payment from sellers rather than charging the buyer for
their services is a common practice with today’s CSAs (e.g., PriceGrabber.com, and
Shopping.com) [Wan and Peng 2010; Moraga-Gonzalez and Wildenbeest 2011]. This fee
usually depends on product category [Moraga-Gonzalez and Wildenbeest 2011] and is
therefore not used as a decision variable in the model. The idea that a platform will
charge only one side in two-sided markets while the other group is allowed onto the
platform for free can be explained, in general, by intense competition for players of
that group (e.g., in the case of yellow pages directories that are supplied to readers for
free) [Armstrong 2006].2

While until recently CSAs’ architectures were based on maintaining a database of
prices that is queried upon request [Fasli 2006; Wan and Peng 2010], newly devel-
oped CSAs (e.g., Apnoti (smart.apnoti.com), InvisibleHand (getinvisiblehand.com),
Kelkoo (kelkoo.com) and Kayak (kayak.com)) are based on querying the electronic
merchants directly, in real-time, upon the arrival of price comparison requests from
the users. The reasons for preferring real-time querying (also in CSA-based search

2In some cases, consumers are in effect paid to use the platform (e.g., in the case of credit cards, where
rewards programs such as contributions to frequent flyer plans are offered); the low price on one side not
only attracts elastic consumers but also, as a result, leads to higher prices or more participation on the other
side [Rysman 2009].
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research [Baye et al. 2004; Kephart et al. 2000]) are the constantly increasing rate
of price changes [Montgomery et al. 2004; Smith 2002; Wan and Peng 2010] as well
as the need to retrieve both product and service real-time availability information (as
with Kelkoo and Kayak). The increase in price change frequency results from having
the ability to better react to external factors that affect price and changes in com-
petitors’ pricing (i.e., dynamic pricing [Greenwald et al. 1999; Kephart and Greenwald
2002]).3 Taking the airline industry as an example, airfares are often adjusted by the
airline based on competitors’ pricing, as well as on how many empty seats are left on
the plane, the time left until the flight, fuel prices, cancellations made by people who
have already made reservations, etc.4 A reliable CSA is therefore expected to query
electronic merchants (rather than retrieve price data from a formerly collected price
database) upon the arrival of price comparison requests from its users [Montgomery
et al. 2004; Smith 2002; Wan and Peng 2010].

The real-time querying process is well recognized to be costly [Bakos 1997; Choi and
Liu 2000; Kephart et al. 2000], in the sense that the CSA needs to invest/consume
some of its resources (CPU time, communication bandwidth, etc.) in opening a con-
nection with the remote server, extracting and filtering the relevant information and
comparing it with the other results obtained. These can either be direct costs associ-
ated with the search or the alternative gain that could have been obtained if the re-
sources required for querying would have been allocated for the sake of other incoming
requests [Sarne et al. 2007; Markopoulos and Ungar 2002]. The last decade’s advances
in communication technologies indeed reduce search costs and other environmental in-
efficiencies in multi-agent environments [Biswas and Narahari 2001], however these
still need to be considered when investigating an agent’s search strategy [Huang and
Kazeykina 2010; Choi and Liu 2000]. The cost of querying a seller is assumed to be
common to all of the CSAs operating in the market because real-time querying is based
on a standard protocol, and CSAs typically use similar hardware infrastructure. The
ability of the CSAs to obtain as many price quotes as they request with a negligible
probability of receiving the same quote is justified by the frequent changes in prices
and the large amount of sellers in the market. The use of sequential search by the
CSAs is standard [Janssen and Moraga-Gonzalez 2004; Waldeck 2008]. Alternatively
the CSA could have used parallel search, though the analysis of this possibility was
left beyond the scope of the current paper. In general, sequential search outperforms
parallel search in cases where the per-query cost is fixed [McMillan and Rothschild
1994; Morgan and Manning 1985]. It is dominated by parallel search as far as the in-
curred delay is concerned, however given the phenomenal increase in communication
speed nowadays, this aspect becomes a non-issue in our case, and the resulting delay
is tolerable even if the CSA queries many sellers sequentially before responding.

CSAs can identify buyers in various ways (e.g., by IP address or a user account).
In case a CSA decides not to re-service a buyer asking for price comparison for the
same product within a given interval of time, it does not necessarily need to decline
the request directly — it can also re-display the results it usually saves in case these
are required again, e.g., in case of refreshing the page.

3Sellers now use dynamic pricing techniques to set their prices, attempting to benefit from re-pricing their
goods as often as possible (in most cases using software agents called pricebots [Jumadinova and Dasgupta
2008]) based on their observations of the competitors’ prices [Kephart et al. 2000; Jopson 2012].
4Ten years ago, Etzioni et al. found that the price of tickets on a particular flight can change as often as seven
times in a single day [Etzioni et al. 2003]. While more current official data is unavailable, it is likely that this
rate has increased substantially over the past decade (and is likely to keep increasing) due to the blooming of
computerized pricing tools such as IntelliPricer (www.vayant.com) that update fares 24/7. Similarly, sellers
on Amazon’s retail site were shown to be setting prices as often as every 15 minutes [Jopson 2012].
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Finally, the assumptions regarding the existence of a price distribution and the
buyer’s familiarity with this distribution are widely used in CSA research [Tang et al.
2010; Waldeck 2008; Janssen et al. 2005]. The first is usually supported by empirical
research in well-established online retail [Baye et al. 2004; 2006; Brynjolfsson et al.
2003; Clay et al. 2002], though these studies are somehow limited by the frequency
over which price changes are recorded. The second is based on the ability of agents
to estimate the characteristics of price uncertainty (e.g., using past experience and
Bayesian update).

4. ANALYSIS
We first introduce the principles of optimal search as they appear in legacy search the-
ory. We then show that the buyer-operated-CSA case maps to the sequential search
model that is widely used in this literature [McMillan and Rothschild 1994]. The anal-
ysis of the settings with competing self-interested CSAs follows. We first analyze the
individual buyer’s expected-expense-minimizing strategy (taking the strategy of CSAs
as given) and the individual CSA’s expected-benefit-maximizing strategy (taking the
strategy of buyers and other CSAs as given). Based on the individual strategy anal-
ysis we introduce an equilibrium analysis. The equilibrium analysis relies on pure
equilibrium concepts, where none of the players have an incentive to deviate from its
strategy, given the strategies of the other players. Finally, we discuss the implications
of changes in some of the model assumptions over the analysis of the model and the re-
sulting equilibrium. These include the case where there is only a single self-interested
CSA available in the market (N = 1), the case where buyers can query the same CSA
more than once (re-querying) and the case where the buyer can use a buyer-operated
CSA alongside the self-interested CSAs.

4.1. Expected-Benefit-Maximizing and Expected-Expense-Minimizing Search
The expected-benefit-maximizing and expected-expense-minimizing strategies of a
searcher engaged in a costly search can be found in classical search theory litera-
ture [Weitzman 1979; Rothschild 1974; Lippman and McCall 1976]. The problem, in
its most general form, considers a searcher facing a set of opportunities, each asso-
ciated with some value (representing either benefit or expense) for the searcher. The
searcher’s uncertain knowledge about each opportunity is described by a probability
distribution. The process of obtaining the actual value of any opportunity incurs a cost,
which may vary between opportunities.

The optimal (expected-benefit-maximizing or expected-expense-minimizing) search
strategy is inherently sequential (i.e., exploring one opportunity at a time) [Weitzman
1979]. Its expected-benefit-maximizing variant is based on setting a reservation value
(a threshold) to each opportunity according to the distribution characterizing its value
and the cost of revealing that value. The searcher should always choose to obtain the
value of the opportunity associated with the maximum reservation value and termi-
nate the search once the maximum value obtained so far is greater than the maximum
reservation value of any of the opportunities which have not yet been explored. The
reservation value Ri of an opportunity associated with a cost ci and a distribution
fi(x) can be calculated based on the following equation:

ci =

∫ ∞
y=Ri

(y −Ri)fi(y)dy (1)

Intuitively, Ri is the value where the searcher is precisely indifferent: the expected
marginal benefit from revealing the actual value of an opportunity (right-hand-side)
exactly equals the cost of doing so (left-hand-side).
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If the opportunities available to the searcher are homogeneous, i.e., their values
derive from a common distribution f(y) and the cost of obtaining their actual value
is similar (ci = c), then they all share the same reservation value R [McMillan and
Rothschild 1994]. In this case, the searcher should continue the search as long as there
are opportunities that have not yet been explored and the highest value obtained so
far is below the reservation value R. Since the same reservation value is assigned to
all opportunities, the searcher should randomly pick an opportunity to be explored
each time, among those which value is still unknown. In particular, if the searcher
is not limited by the number of opportunities she can explore, then the search will
necessarily terminate only once it obtains a value above the reservation value R. The
expected benefit to the searcher in this case, denoted V (R), is given by [Rothschild
1974]:

V (R) =
−c+

∫∞
y=R

yf(y)dy

1− F (R)
(2)

where F (x) is the cumulative distribution function from which values are drawn. The
expected number of search iterations is simply the inverse of the success probability,

1
1−F (R) , since this becomes a Bernoulli sampling process as opportunities arise inde-
pendently at each iteration. Therefore, Equation 2 can be broken down into the accu-
mulated cost throughout the search, −c

1−F (R) , and the expected value obtained eventu-

ally (greater than R),
∫∞
y=R

yf(y)dy

1−F (R) .
Similarly, for the case of expected-expense-minimization (e.g., when searching for a

product or a service and values of opportunities represent prices or charges), the rule
is to continue the search as long as the best value obtained so far is above the lowest
reservation value among those associated with opportunities that have not yet been
explored. The reservation value Ri of an opportunity associated with a cost ci and a
distribution fi(x) can be calculated based on the following modification of (1):

ci =

∫ Ri

y=0

(Ri − y)fi(y)dy (3)

The expected expense of a searcher, when not limited by the number of opportunities
she can explore and all opportunities are homogeneous, is given by:

V (R) =
c+

∫ R
y=0

yf(y)dy

F (R)
(4)

The expected number of search iterations in this case is 1
F (R) .

The reservation value R, calculated both according to (1) and (3), for the case where
the searcher is not limited by the number of opportunities she can explore and all
opportunities are homogeneous, satisfies:

V (R) = R (5)

This equality can be intuitively explained by interpreting R as the value for which the
searcher is indifferent between resuming the search (obtaining expectancy V (R)) and
terminating the search (obtaining R) [Rothschild 1974].

4.2. Buyer-Operated CSA
A CSA owned/operated by the buyer will aim to minimize the buyer’s expected expense
and therefore will set a reservation value (reservation price) rcsa→seller = R according
to (3). It will query sellers as long as the quote obtained is above rcsa→seller. The buyer’s
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expected expense in this case is: cbuyer→csa +
c+

∫ rcsa→seller
y=0 yf(y)dy

F (rcsa→seller)
. The first component,

cbuyer→csa, is the cost of querying the CSA. The second is the expected expense, based
on (4), which equals rcsa→seller (according to (5)). This latter component can be fur-
ther decomposed to the sum of the costs that the CSA incurs along the search (for
which the buyer accounts), c

F (rcsa→seller)
, and the expected quote resulting from the

search,
∫ rcsa→seller
y=0 yf(y)dy

F (rcsa→seller)
, as explained above when discussing the expected-benefit-

maximizing case. The expected quote that the buyer ends up with in this case is also
the expected benefit of the seller from whom the buyer eventually buys the product.

For completeness’ sake, we note that because the use of the buyer-operated CSA
incurs a cost cbuyer→csa, it is theoretically possible that the expected expense using
the buyer-operated CSA is greater than the expected expense resulting from query-
ing sellers directly. The expected expense of a buyer querying sellers directly equals,
according to (5), to rbuyer→seller, where rbuyer→seller is the solution Ri to (3), using the
cost ci = cbuyer→seller. Therefore the buyer’s expected expense in both forms of search
can be calculated and the buyer should choose the one resulting with the minimum
expected expense.

4.3. Individual Strategies and Equilibrium with Self-Interested CSAs
We begin the analysis of the case where self-interested CSAs are used with a simple
numerical example that captures the essence of the mutually-beneficial equilibrium.
Consider a setting with a buyer-operated CSA, where the values that the different
model parameters obtain are: cbuyer→seller = 0.003, cbuyer→csa = 0.002, ccsa→seller =
0.001 and the distribution of prices is the standard uniform distribution (f(q) = 1 for
0 ≤ q ≤ 1 and 0 otherwise). Based on the analysis of the buyer-operated CSA case
above, the CSA would query sellers using a reservation value rcsa→seller = R = 0.045
(according to (3)). The expected number of sellers that the CSA will be querying in this
case is 1/F (0.045) = 22.2. The buyer’s expected expense in this case is 0.047 (calculated
as the average price she ends up with (0.045/2) plus the expected cost of the CSA’s
search (22.2∗0.001) and the cost cbuyer→csa). The seller’s expected benefit is the expected
price at which the buyer ends up buying the product: 0.045/2 = 0.022.

Now consider an alternative setting, similar to the one introduced above, except that
a single self-interested CSA is used and the payment it obtains if the buyer purchases,
based on a quote it supplied, is M = 0.014.5 Since cbuyer→csa < cbuyer→seller, the buyer
will prefer querying the CSA first (as it costs less than querying a seller directly, and
the quote obtained is from at least as good a distribution). After querying the CSA,
the buyer will query sellers directly, as long as the quote obtained from the CSA is
greater than the reservation value it assigns sellers. This latter reservation value can
be calculated as the solution Ri to (3), using the cost ci = cbuyer→seller = 0.003, resulting
in r = 0.077. Now consider the self-interested CSA. If returning a price quote above
0.077, the buyer will keep on querying sellers directly until she obtains a price quote
below 0.077. Therefore there is no point in returning a quote above 0.077, hence the CSA
should set its own reservation value to rcsa→seller = 0.077, yielding an expected average
quote of 0.077/2 = 0.039. The expected number of sellers that the CSA will be querying
in this case is 1/F (0.077) = 13, hence its expected benefit is: M − ccsa→seller ∗ 13 =
0.014− 0.001 ∗ 13 = 0.001. Since the buyer does not need to account for the search cost
in this case, her expected expense is 0.041, calculated as the sum of the price quote
with which she ends up and the cost cbuyer→csa. This is less than the 0.047 she would

5The case of having a single self-interested CSA is formally analyzed in detail in 4.4. Here we merely solve
a degenerate instance.
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have spent in the buyer-operated model. The seller, on the other hand, will be selling
the product at an average price of 0.039, however will need to pay the CSA 0.014, thus
her expected benefit is 0.025, which is more than the 0.022 she would have benefited in
the buyer-operated model. In this case, the sellers’ expected benefit increases, despite
the commission they pay, and at the same time buyers spend less and even the CSA
profits from operating in the market. The explanation for this situation is that by
offering the commission to the CSA, the sellers partially subsidize the costs associated
with search. If this subsidy could have been transferred completely to the buyers, they
would improve their performance and the sellers would worsen theirs. Nevertheless,
the self-interested-CSA scenario dictates a search pattern which is less efficient than
a single agent’s expense-minimizing sequential search, as in the buyer-operated case,
which makes the overall search process less efficient. In our example, only 13 sellers
are queried in the self-interested CSA case (as compared to 22.5 in the buyer-operated
case), resulting in an increase in the expected price paid (0.039 compared to 0.022).
However, despite the increase in the payment to the seller, the buyer does not need to
account for the search costs, thus her expected overall expense decreases (i.e., despite
the inefficiencies of the search, the buyers benefit from having CSAs perform part of
the search for them for free). Similarly, the seller, despite paying to the CSA, benefits
from the increase in the sale price, resulting from the decrease in the search extent.
Overall, less is spent on search (in comparison to the buyer-operated case) and the
savings are divided between the buyer, seller and CSA (without the need for external
interference).

We now turn to analyze the search strategy of buyers and CSAs when several self-
interested CSAs are available and receive a payment M from sellers, conditional on
the buyer’s purchase. The analysis of the competing CSAs case enables the demon-
stration of several interesting equilibrium characteristics that do not hold in the single
CSA case. Furthermore, as illustrated in the next section, the CSAs competition con-
tributes to substantially extending the range of settings in which a mutually-beneficial
equilibrium exists. We first extract the individual CSA’s expected-benefit-maximizing
strategy, given the probability that any possible given quote will turn out to be the
most attractive one along the buyer’s search. Then we prove a set of properties of the
equilibrium, among which is a proof that the buyer never gets to query sellers directly,
that the equilibrium is symmetric and proofs relating to the relationships between the
reservation values used by the different players. Based on these properties, we extract
the set of equations from which the equilibrium derives and formally expresses the
buyers’ expected expense and the sellers’ and CSAs’ expected benefits.

From the CSA’s point of view, every seller is an opportunity offering an expected
reward MP (q), where q is the quote returned by the seller if queried and P (q) is the
probability that the buyer will eventually buy the product at price q. Given that the
buyer can query other CSAs or resume the search by querying sellers directly, it is
possible that the buyer will find a quote lower than q. Therefore P (q) is the probabil-
ity that none of the other CSAs queried nor the sellers queried directly by the buyer
returned a quote below q. Since the buyer is fully rational and self-interested, P (q)
necessarily increases as q decreases, and therefore so does MP (q). The CSA’s expected-
revenue-maximizing strategy is thus sequential and follows a reservation-value rule
(which relates to the quotes obtained): the search terminates only if a quote lower
than the reservation value is obtained. This is because of the inverse relation between
q and MP (q). The expected-revenue-maximizing reservation value rcsa→seller in this
case will differ in its value from the one calculated using (3), as its calculation needs to
take into consideration the search strategy of buyers and competing CSAs. Based on
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(1), the value of rcsa→seller can be derived from:

ccsa→seller =M

∫ rcsa→seller

q=0

(P (q)− P (rcsa→seller))f(q)dq (6)

This mapping from a benefit-based reservation value to a quote-based reservation
value facilitates the remaining analysis of the model.

From the buyer’s point of view, at any stage of her search she can either: (a) termi-
nate the search and use the lowest quote obtained so far; (b) query a CSA that has
not yet been queried (or is willing to supply service again), incurring a cost cbuyer→csa
and receiving in return a quote below the reservation value used by that CSA; or (c)
independently query a seller, incurring a cost cbuyer→seller and receiving in return a
quote according to the distribution f(q). Proposition 4.1 states that as long as there
are CSAs that can be queried, the buyer prefers querying CSAs over querying sellers
directly.

PROPOSITION 4.1. The buyer will never query sellers directly unless there are no
CSAs available that can be queried.

PROOF. Regardless of the number of sellers that the CSA queries along its search,
it will always prefer to return the minimum quote obtained in order to maximize
MP (q). Therefore, from the buyer’s point of view, querying a CSA dominates querying
a seller directly: the cost of querying the CSA is at most the cost of querying the seller
(cbuyer→csa ≤ cbuyer→seller), and the quote returned is the minimum of a sample from
a distribution f(x) (in the worst case the CSA will use an infinite reservation value,
i.e., will sample only one seller), whereas the quote returned from a seller contacted
directly is a single observation taken from f(x).

Based on Proposition 4.1 we can now prove that all CSAs use the same reservation
value in equilibrium (symmetric equilibrium) and allow buyers to query them only
once. This is enabled due to the CSAs’ ability to identify buyers and decide whether
they want to re-service them or not.

PROPOSITION 4.2. If a pure equilibrium exists in which the CSAs are indeed used,
then all CSAs allow buyers to query them only once and use the same reservation value
rcsa→seller.

PROOF. Assume otherwise, i.e., there exists at least one CSA that allows for being
queried more than once by the same buyer for the same product, hence using a se-
quence of reservation values (where the ith reservation value is the one to be used the
ith time it is queried by the buyer). In a such case, the CSA will necessarily use a se-
quence where the ith reservation value is smaller than the (i+1)th reservation value,
for any i. This is because otherwise, when reaching the ith round of use, the CSA
would already have a quote lesser than the current reservation value (from a prior
search round), thus according to the reservation-value rule there is no point in any
further search. We therefore now show that there cannot be a CSA that uses a reser-
vation value greater than the one it offers in a consecutive search round, or two CSAs
that use different reservation values (in any of their search rounds) in equilibrium.

Assume otherwise, i.e., there exists a CSA that, in any of its search sequences,
uses a reservation value different from any of the reservation values used by the
other CSAs in any of their search sequences or from the reservation value that the
agent itself is using in future sequences. In that case, consider the reservation value
rcsaα→seller, which is the highest one used by any of the CSAs in any search sequence,
and rcsaβ→seller, which is the next highest reservation value used by any of the CSAs
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along their operation (i.e., rcsaβ→seller < rcsaα→seller). We use CSAα and CSAβ to de-
note the CSAs using rcsaα→seller and rcsaβ→seller, respectively. Notice that it is pos-
sible that CSAα and CSAβ are in fact the same CSA, using different reservation
values along its operation. We first show that if CSAα returns a quote greater than
rcsaβ→seller, then this quote is never used by the buyer. If indeed CSAα returns a quote
greater than rcsaβ→seller, then either: (a) CSAβ has already been queried, yielding a
quote lower than the one CSAα returned, in which case CSAα’s quote is never used;
or (b) CSAβ has not yet been queried. The case (a) can hold only if CSAα and CSAβ
are different CSAs, since it has already been established that if it is the same CSA
then the reservation value used cannot increase between consecutive searches. In case
of (b), the buyer will necessarily query additional CSAs (or the same CSA if possible).
This is because once CSAα returns a quote greater than rcsaβ→seller, the buyer is able
to distinguish it as a CSA using rcsaα→seller. Therefore, after querying that CSA, the
reservation value used by another (or the same) CSA that will be queried is from a
more favorable set of reservation values (the same as before querying CSAα, however
excluding one instance of rcsaα→seller). Therefore, if the buyer found it beneficial to
query a CSA before querying CSAα then so should her decision be after realizing that
the queried CSA was using rcsaα→seller. The buyer will thus continue querying CSAs,
resulting in either a quote lower than rcsaβ→seller (in which case it will not purchase
the product based on the quote returned by CSAα) or a quote greater than rcsaβ→seller
(if other CSAs are using rcsaα→seller), in which case she will continue her search for the
same considerations, and so on. Therefore, inevitably, the buyer will receive a quote
lower than rcsaβ→seller, either from one of the other CSAs using rcsaα→seller (if any re-
mained) or from CSAβ . Hence, if CSAα returns a quote greater than rcsaβ , then this
quote is never used by the buyer.

Based on the above, we show that the expected-benefit-maximizing reservation
value of CSAα cannot be rcsaα→seller > rcsaβ→seller. If rcsaα→seller is indeed the
expected-benefit-maximizing reservation value of CSAα, then if the best quote ob-
tained by that CSA so far is rcsaα→seller + ε it is beneficial to it to query an additional
seller, i.e.,

ccsa→seller < M

∫ rcsaα→seller+ε

q=0

(P (q)− P (rcsaα→seller + ε))f(q)dq (7)

Since according to the first part of the proof P (q) = 0 for any q > rcsaβ→seller, then the
right-hand side of (7) receives the same value if replacing rcsaα→seller + ε by any other
value greater than rcsaβ→seller. Therefore, CSAα benefits from querying an additional
seller if its best value found is above rcsaβ→seller, contradicting the assumption that its
reservation value is rcsaα→seller. Finally, since CSAs will always use the same reserva-
tion value, a sequence of decreasing reservation values used by the same CSA is ruled
out, and therefore no CSA will be willing to search again after already been queried by
the buyer.

Using Proposition 4.2, we can now complete the analysis of the expense-minimizing
buyers’ strategy and the resulting equilibrium. Since all CSAs use the same reserva-
tion value rcsa→seller, the quote they return is associated with the same probability
distribution function, denoted freturned(q), and its corresponding cumulative distribu-
tion function, denoted Freturned(q). These are given by:

freturned(q) =

{
f(q)

F (rcsa→seller)
0 ≤ q ≤ rcsa→seller

0 otherwise
(8)
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Freturned(q) =


F (q)

F (rcsa→seller)
0 ≤ q ≤ rcsa→seller

1 q > rcsa→seller
0 otherwise

(9)

The above calculation uses Bayes’ theorem for extracting the conditional distribution
of receiving a quote q, given that the value returned by the CSA is below rcsa→seller.

Based on the principles of expected-expense-minimizing sequential search that were
described at the beginning of the section (and in particular Equation 3), the buyer will
calculate her reservation values rbuyer→seller and rbuyer→csa for querying sellers and
CSAs, respectively, extracted from:

cbuyer→seller =

∫ rbuyer→seller

q=0

(rbuyer→seller − q)f(q)dq (10)

cbuyer→csa =

∫ rbuyer→csa

q=0

(rbuyer→csa − q)freturned(q)dq (11)

The buyer will query CSAs sequentially, in random order, as long as the quote re-
turned is above the reservation value rbuyer→csa or until all CSAs are queried. Then,
if the best quote received so far is above the reservation value rbuyer→seller, the buyer
will continue querying sellers directly, until obtaining a quote below rbuyer→seller. The
equilibrium is thus characterized by the tuple (rcsa→seller, rbuyer→csa, rbuyer→seller).

Since Freturned(q) ≥ F (q) for any q, and cbuyer→csa ≤ cbuyer→seller, then according to
(10) and (11) the following must hold: rbuyer→csa ≤ rbuyer→seller (this also results implic-
itly from Proposition 4.1). We now use Proposition 4.3 to prove that, in equilibrium, the
reservation values used by the buyer and the CSA must satisfy: rcsa→seller ≥ rbuyer→csa
and rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller.

PROPOSITION 4.3. The only equilibrium that can exist is one where rbuyer→csa ≤
rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller.

PROOF. We first show that the case where rcsa→seller < rbuyer→csa cannot hold in
equilibrium. In this case, the quote returned by the first CSA queried is necessarily
lower than rbuyer→csa and therefore the buyer’s search is terminated after querying a
single CSA. However, in this case, any individual CSA has an incentive to deviate to
using rcsa→seller = rbuyer→csa. This will decrease its search intensity (i.e., require less
search on average, thus incurring lesser costs), however will still guarantee obtaining
M , since the returned quote is below rbuyer→csa.

Next, we prove that rcsa→seller > rbuyer→seller cannot hold in equilibrium. The proof
follows the methodology used in the last part of the proof given to Proposition 4.2. If
rcsa→seller, where rcsa→seller > rbuyer→seller, is indeed the expected-benefit maximizing
reservation value of the CSA then if the best quote received by that CSA so far is
rcsa→seller + ε then it is beneficial to it to query an additional seller, i.e., ccsa→seller <
M
∫ rcsa→seller+ε
q=0

(P (q) − P (rcsa→seller + ε))f(q)dq. However, the buyer will necessarily
end up with a quote lower than rbuyer→seller, either from one of the other CSAs or
from sellers queried individually, as the latter will continue to be queried as long as
the best quote is above rbuyer→seller. Therefore, P (q) = 0 for any q > rbuyer→seller, and
consequently M

∫ rcsa→seller+ε
q=0

(P (q)−P (rcsa→seller+ ε))f(q)dq receives the same value if
replacing rcsa→seller+ε by any other value greater than rbuyer→seller. Therefore, the CSA
benefits from querying an additional seller if its best value found is above rbuyer→seller,
contradicting the assumption that its reservation value is rcsa→seller.
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The immediate implication of rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller according to Proposition 4.3
is that, despite having the option to resume her search by querying sellers directly, the
buyer never gets to take advantage of this option in equilibrium — the CSAs use a
reservation value lower than rbuyer→seller and therefore the value they return always
makes individual seller’s querying non-beneficial. Despite not querying sellers directly
in equilibrium, the existence of the option to query sellers directly can affect the results
— in some cases the existence of an equilibrium is precluded due to the existence of
a low rbuyer→seller value, whereas in the absence of the option to query sellers directly
or if the cost of querying sellers directly is relatively high (and so rbuyer→seller ’s value
is high), an equilibrium solution with self-interested CSAs does exist. In fact, in the
next section we demonstrate a case where the increase in the cost cbuyer→seller (which
intuitively seems to put the buyer in a less favorable situation) enables the existence
of an equilibrium which improves the buyer’s expense in comparison to the buyer-
operated-CSA case, which could not have existed with a low cbuyer→seller cost.

The characterization of the equilibrium structure, according to Proposition 4.3, en-
ables expressing explicitly the probability that a CSA receives a payment M if return-
ing a quote q, P (q):

P (q) =


1 q ≤ rbuyer→csa∑N
i=1 Pqueried(i)(1− Freturned(q))N−i
·(1− Freturned(q|q > rbuyer→csa))

i−1 rbuyer→csa < q ≤ rbuyer→seller
0 q > rbuyer→seller

(12)

where Pqueried(i) is the probability that a queried CSA is the ith queried CSA in
the buyer’s search plan. The case of q ≤ rbuyer→csa is trivial as, according to the
reservation value rule, once the buyer receives a price lower than rbuyer→csa (thus
necessarily also lower than rbuyer→seller), she terminates the search and purchases
the product. In the case where q > rbuyer→seller, a lower quote will necessarily be
received by one of the other CSAs or sellers, as the latter will be queried until
a quote below rbuyer→seller is obtained. It is notable, however, that the case where
q > rbuyer→seller will never be reached in equilibrium, since according to Proposition
4.3 rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller. In the case where rbuyer→csa < q ≤ rbuyer→seller, all other
CSAs are necessarily queried and therefore, in order for the buyer to pick the quote
q, all of the other N − 1 CSAs need to return a quote higher than q . The probability
that the queried CSA is the ith queried CSA in the buyer’s search, Pqueried(i), is cal-
culated using Bayes’ theorem: the a priori probability of being the ith CSA planned
for a random sequence is 1/N . The probability of actually being queried if planned to
be the ith CSA in the sequence is (1 − Freturned(rbuyer→csa))i−1, as all of the first i − 1
CSAs need to return a quote greater than rbuyer→csa. The probability of being queried
at all is therefore 1/N

∑N
i=1(1 − Freturned(rbuyer→csa))i−1 =

1−(1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa))N
NFreturned(rbuyer→csa)

.
Therefore the probability that a queried CSA is the ith CSA queried by the buyer
is: Pqueried(i) =

Freturned(rbuyer→csa)(1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa))i−1

1−(1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa))N . If the CSA is the ith CSA
queried, then i − 1 CSAs have already been queried by the buyer, yielding a quote
greater than rbuyer→csa and N − i CSAs still need to be queried. In order for the quote
q to be picked by the buyer, all CSAs from both groups need to return a quote greater
than q, which has a chance of (1− Freturned(q))N−i(1− Freturned(q|q > rbuyer→csa))

i−1.
As expected, the function P (q) decreases as q increases and as N increases. When

there is no competition at all (i.e., N = 1), P (q) = 1 is obtained for any quote q ≤
rbuyer→seller.
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We can now introduce Theorem 4.4, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of the equilibrium and the set of equations from which it can be
extracted.

THEOREM 4.4. A pure equilibrium with N self-interested actively searching CSAs
will exist if and only if M > ccsa→sellerF (rbuyer→csa). The equilibrium structure is:
(a) rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller < rbuyer→seller, whenever M > M ′, in which case it can
be calculated by solving the set of equations (10) and (11), substituting rcsa→seller =
rbuyer→csa (complemented by (8), (9) and (12) for freturned(q), Freturned(q) and P (q)); (b)
rbuyer→csa < rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller, whenever M ′′ ≤ M ≤ M ′, in which case it can
be calculated by solving the set of equations (6), (10) and (11) (complemented by (8), (9)
and (12) for freturned(q), Freturned(q) and P (q));
where: M ′ = ccsa→seller

F (rbuyer→csa)
, substituting the value rbuyer→csa for which (11) holds when

using rcsa→seller = rbuyer→csa for freturned(q) in (8)6; and M ′′ is the value of M for
which the solution to the set of equations (6), (10) and (11) is of the form: rbuyer→csa <
rcsa→seller = rbuyer→seller.

PROOF. We first prove that if M > M ′ then there exists an equilibrium according to
(a). Substituting freturned(q) = f(q)/F (rbuyer→csa) in (11) (since rcsa→seller = rbuyer→csa)
obtains the expense-minimizing reservation value of the buyer rbuyer→csa (which is also
used by the CSAs when deciding on querying sellers). In this case, after querying the
first CSA, the buyer terminates her search, since the quote obtained is necessarily
lower than rbuyer→csa (and also lower than rbuyer→seller that is calculated according to
(10), because cbuyer→seller ≥ cbuyer→csa and the quote received from the CSA is of a
more favorable distribution as discussed above). None of the CSAs will individually
deviate from the rcsa→seller strategy, since by lowering their reservation value they
only incur additional cost (as the number of sellers they query increases) and do not
increase their revenue (since buyers will buy based on the quote they return anyhow).
Using a greater reservation value r′csa→seller > rbuyer→csa, cannot be expected-benefit-
maximizing for the CSA, since any quote higher than rbuyer→csa will result in having
the buyer query other CSAs, thus if it is beneficial to query an additional seller when
the best quote obtained so far is greater than r′csa→seller, then it is also beneficial to
query if the best quote obtained so far is greater than rbuyer→csa (hence a conflict with
the reservation value definition). The expected cost of search for the CSA in this case is
ccsa→seller/F (rbuyer→csa) and its revenue is M . Therefore, since M > M ′ = ccsa→seller

F (rbuyer→csa)
,

the expected benefit of the CSA is necessarily non-negative. Since buyers are using
their expected-expense-minimizing strategy, and no individual CSA has an incentive
to deviate from its strategy, and CSAs’ expected benefit is non-negative, the solution is
stable.

Next, we prove that if M ′′ ≤ M ≤ M ′, then there exists an equilibrium according to
(b). Notice that according to the first part of the proof, when M = M ′ = ccsa→seller

F (rbuyer→csa)
,

Equation 6 is satisfied (as P (q) = 1 for any q < rcsa→seller and P (rcsa→seller) = 0).
Therefore, each CSA is using its expected-benefit-maximizing reservation value and
buyers are using their expected-expense-minimizing strategy. This set of strategies is
thus in equilibrium. Any decrease in M will result in an increase in rcsa→seller (ac-
cording to (6)) and consequently an increase in rbuyer→csa (according to (11)). Since
freturned(q) = 0 for q > rcsa→seller, it is guaranteed that a solution rbuyer→csa according
to (11) satisfies rbuyer→csa < rcsa→seller. The solution obtained in this case is in equilib-
rium because buyers are using their expected-benefit-minimizing strategies and sell-
ers are using their expected-expense maximizing strategies. Due to the continuity of

6In case there are several rbuyer→csa that satisfy (11), the highest value among them ought to be used.
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rcsa→seller according to (6), it is guaranteed that for some M > M ′ a solution of the
form rcsa→seller = rbuyer→seller (as rbuyer→seller is determined according to (10), and is
independent of rcsa→seller and rbuyer→csa) exists. This assures the existence of M ′′. Any
further decrease in M will require an increase in rcsa→seller (and rbuyer→csa), however
according to Proposition 4.3 such a solution is not stable.

According to Theorem 4.4, there are cases where an equilibrium does not exist. One
such trivial case is when M < ccsa→seller. Here, the CSAs’ expected benefit is neces-
sarily negative, regardless of the value of N , and therefore in equilibrium none of the
CSAs will be willing to offer its services to buyers, and buyers will query sellers directly
(or use buyer-operated CSAs).7 Nevertheless, in many settings equilibrium exists, as
we demonstrate in the next section.

We can now formally express the expected benefit of CSAs and sellers and the ex-
pected expense of buyers. The expected benefit of the CSA whenever contacted by the
buyer, denoted Vcsa, is the following modification of (2):

Vcsa =
M
∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

P (q)f(q)dq − ccsa→seller
F (rcsa→seller)

(13)

PROPOSITION 4.5. The expected benefit of each CSA in equilibrium is zero if the
equilibrium is of type rbuyer→csa < rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller and greater than or equal
to zero if of type rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller.

PROOF. Substituting q = rcsa→seller and Freturned(rcsa→seller) = 1 (according to (9))
in (12) obtains P (rcsa→seller) = 0. (Intuitively, since the buyer uses a reservation value
rbuyer→csa ≤ rcsa→seller, then returning a quote q = rcsa→seller will result in a zero
chance of having the buyer purchase the product at this price, since one of the other
CSAs necessarily returns a lower quote). Substituting P (rcsa→seller) = 0 in (6) ob-
tains ccsa→seller = M

∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

P (q)f(q)dq for the case rbuyer→csa < rcsa→seller and
ccsa→seller < M

∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

P (q)f(q)dq for the case rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller. Substituting
ccsa→seller = M

∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

P (q)f(q)dq and ccsa→seller < M
∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

P (q)f(q)dq in (13)
results in a zero and positive value, respectively.

COROLLARY 4.6. The expected overall number of sellers queried by the CSAs as a
result of the buyer’s querying of CSAs, denoted Esellers queried, equals: (a)M/ccsa→seller if
equilibrium is of structure rbuyer→csa < rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller; or (b) 1/F (rcsa→seller)
if of structure rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller.

PROOF. For case (a) we know, based on Proposition 4.5, that the expected ben-
efit of each CSA is zero. The expected gain resulting from obtaining the payment
M is thus equal to the expected cost that the CSAs incur along their search, i.e.,
Esellers queriedccsa→seller = M . The proof for case (b) is trivial — since the buyer termi-
nates the search process after querying a single CSA, the expected number of sellers
queried throughout the process is 1/F (rcsa→seller).

The result of a zero expected net benefit of each CSA in the case rbuyer→csa <
rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller resembles, in a way, the one obtained with equilibrium pric-
ing in the Bertrand competition model. The Bertrand competition model considers
non-cooperating firms producing homogeneous products, having the same marginal
cost. The firms compete in price, choosing their respective prices simultaneously. The
equilibrium result in this case is marginal cost pricing. While the self-interested-CSAs

7In such settings a mixed equilibrium may exist, in which CSAs randomize on whether to participate in the
game in the first place or not, though the analysis of mixed equilibrium is beyond the scope of this paper.
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problem cannot be directly mapped to the Bertrand competition model, several points
of similarity may be pointed out: First, players are homogeneous and compete based
on the quote they return, where the buyer always buys from the one returning the
lowest quote. Second, any quote that the CSA returns which is above the reservation
value will surely not be accepted by the buyer. Third, when using a reservation value
equal to the reservation value used by the other CSAs, the CSAs actually share the
revenue (payment M ) among them (equivalent to the case of setting the same pric-
ing in the Bertrand model). In this case, if a quote rcsa→seller is returned to the buyer,
the chance it is accepted is zero, and therefore each CSA has an incentive to use a
slightly reduced reservation value. This continues until all CSAs use a reservation
value in which their expected benefit is zero, which is equivalent to having all sell-
ers in Bertrand’s model use their marginal cost of production. Finally, just as in the
Bertrand competition model, the equilibrium is based on weakly dominated strategies,
as each CSA can choose not to query any seller at all (which is equivalent to returning
a quote of an infinite value, that is therefore never used by the buyer), resulting in a
zero benefit. One model characteristic that does not apply in our case is the discontinu-
ity of payoffs; while in Bertrand’s model the use of pricing above the other firm’s price
results in a zero overall benefit, in our case increasing the reservation price does not
eliminate the chance that the quote the CSA will return will be accepted by the buyer.
Also, reducing the reservation value beyond the one used by others does not result in
taking over the entire demand.

One may wonder, given the last result, what is the incentive for the CSAs to operate
in competitive environments in cases where their expected net-benefit is zero. This
question is addressed in Section 5, giving evidence to market designer’s incentive to
reward CSAs for operating in their markets.

The expected price quote with which the buyer eventually ends up in equilibrium,
denoted Ereturned, is given by:

Ereturned = (1− (1− Freturned(rbuyer→csa))N )E[x|x < rbuyer→csa]+ (14)

+ (1− Freturned(rbuyer→csa))NEN [X|X > rbuyer→csa]

where E[x|x < rbuyer→csa] is the expected quote given that it is below rbuyer→csa. This
relates to the case where one of the CSAs returned a quote below rbuyer→csa, upon
which the buyer terminated her search. The occurrence probability of this event is
(1−(1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa))N ) which is calculated as the complementing probability of
the event where all CSAs return a quote greater than rbuyer→csa. EN [X|X > rbuyer→csa]
is the expected value of the minimum quote out of a sample of N quotes, given that all
N quotes are above rbuyer→csa (and necessarily below rcsa→seller). This corresponds to
the case where all CSAs return a quote greater than rbuyer→csa and has an occurrence
probability of (1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa))N .E[x|x < rbuyer→csa] andEN [X|X > rbuyer→csa]
can be calculated according to:

E[x|x < q] =

∫ q

y=0

yfreturned(y)

Freturned(q)
dy (15)

and:

EN [X|X > rbuyer→csa] =

∫ rbuyer→seller

y=rbuyer→csa

yfN (y|y > rbuyer→csa)dy (16)

where fN (y|y > rbuyer→csa) is the probability distribution function of the minimum
value in a sample of N observations taken from a distribution freturned(q), given that
all observations are above rbuyer→csa. This is calculated as: fN (y|y > rbuyer→csa) =
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Nfreturned(y)
1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa)

(
1−Freturned(y)

1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa)

)N−1
(as the probability that a quote re-

turned by each CSA in this case is equal to y is freturned(y)
1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa) and the probabil-

ity that all other CSAs return a quote greater than y is
(

1−Freturned(y)
1−Freturned(rbuyer→csa)

)N−1
).

In the case where the equilibrium is of structure rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller,
Freturned(rbuyer→csa) = 1, and consequently Ereturned = E[x|x < rbuyer→csa] accord-
ing to (14). (The quote obtained from the first CSA is below rbuyer→csa and the buyer
terminates her search right after.)

The probability that the buyer will query at least i CSAs is given by: (1 −
Freturned(rbuyer→csa))

i−1 (since it requires that the first i − 1 CSAs return a price
above rbuyer→csa). The expected number of CSAs that the buyer samples, denoted
ECSAs queried, is thus given by:

ECSAs queried =

N∑
i=1

(1− Freturned(rbuyer→csa))i−1 =
1− (1− Freturned(rbuyer→csa))N

Freturned(rbuyer→csa)

(17)
The buyer’s expected expense is thus given by: Ereturned + cbuyer→csaECSAs queried.

The seller’s expected benefit is: Ereturned − M . Since the buyer does not necessarily
contact all CSAs in each search sequence, the expected benefit of each CSA per buyer’s
search is given by VcsaECSAs queried/N , which equals either zero (according to Propo-
sition 4.5) or (M − ccsa→seller

F (rcsa→seller)
)/N for the case where rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller (as the

one CSA selected out of the N available gains M , however incurs an expected cost of
ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller)).

The remainder of the section discusses the implications of changes in some of the
model assumptions over the equilibrium analysis above.

4.4. Equilibrium with a Single Self-Interested CSA
The analysis given in this section relies on the competition between CSAs. If there is
only a single CSA, then the expected-benefit-maximizing strategy for that CSA would
be to take over as much of the buyer’s surplus, due to the use of the CSA, as possible.
We analyze this situation in the following paragraphs.

THEOREM 4.7. An equilibrium in the case N = 1 exists whenever M ≥
ccsa→seller/F (rbuyer→seller), and its structure is rcsa→seller = rbuyer→seller where
rbuyer→seller is the solution Ri to (3), using the cost ci = cbuyer→seller.

PROOF. Using a reservation value rcsa→seller < rbuyer→seller, the CSA will spend
more on search however will not change the value of P (q) for the quote eventu-
ally returned (which is already 1 for rcsa→seller = rbuyer→seller). Using rcsa→seller >
rbuyer→seller, the CSA risks returning quotes greater than rbuyer→seller for which
P (q) = 0 (as the buyer will continue querying sellers until obtaining a quote lower
than rbuyer→seller).

The buyer’s expected expense in this case is cbuyer→csa + E[x|x ≤ rbuyer→seller] and
the seller’s expected benefit is E[x|x ≤ rbuyer→seller] −M . The CSA’s expected benefit
is M − ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller). The CSA will offer its services to buyers only if its
expected benefit is non-negative, i.e., if M ≥ ccsa→seller/F (rbuyer→seller).

PROPOSITION 4.8. The buyer’s expected expense in equilibrium with N = 1 is al-
ways worse (i.e., greater) than her expected expense with N > 1.

PROOF. Since the value of rbuyer→seller does not change as a function of the number
of CSAs, the reservation value set by the CSA when having no competition is always
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greater than or equal to the one used by competing CSAs (based on Proposition 4.3).
Therefore, even if the buyer queries only one CSA in the competing-CSAs case, she
ends up paying the same search cost cbuyer→csa, however with a lower expected quote
(a single observation from distribution f(x|x ≤ rbuyer→seller) in comparison to a single
observation from f(x|x ≤ r′buyer→seller < rbuyer→seller)). Therefore, the buyer ends up
with a lower expected expense in the case of competing CSAs, and consequently will al-
ways prefer such a setting over one with a single self-interested CSA (if an equilibrium
exists in both cases).

In Section 5 we demonstrate the existence of mutually-beneficial stable solutions
even when having a single self-interested CSA in the market. Yet, as discussed and
illustrated there, the competition between CSAs substantially expands the range of
settings where such beneficial solutions can hold.

4.5. Re-Querying the same CSA
The fact that CSAs can identify buyers enables the proof of Proposition 4.2 regarding
having the CSAs being queried only once in equilibrium. If the CSAs cannot identify
buyers, then buyers can potentially re-query the same CSA over and over again until
satisfied with the quote it returns. In this case, the number of CSAs, N , does not affect
the buyer’s querying strategy at all. The buyer will keep querying CSAs (or the same
CSA) until the quote returned is below the reservation value she uses. Similarly, the
value of N does not affect the CSAs’ strategy, as any CSA can be queried indefinitely.

PROPOSITION 4.9. The equilibrium reservation value used by the CSAs in case re-
querying is possible satisfies: rcsa→seller = rbuyer→csa.

PROOF. Assume otherwise, i.e., rcsa→seller > rbuyer→csa. Since the buyer terminates
her search only when receiving a quote q ≤ rbuyer→csa, the probability function P (q)
defined in (12) obtains zero for any q > rbuyer→csa and P (q) = 1 otherwise. From this
point on, the proof resembles the proof given for Proposition 4.3 (i.e., showing that if it
is beneficial to query an additional seller if receiving a quote greater than rcsa→seller,
then so is the case for any other quote in the interval (rbuyer→csa, rcsa→seller)), and thus
this part is omitted.

Based on Proposition 4.9, the buyer will necessarily terminate its search after query-
ing a single CSA, since the quote it obtains is never higher than the reservation value
rbuyer→csa. Still, in this case, there can be a great benefit in having self-interested CSAs
in the market, and even a mutually-beneficial equilibrium may exist, as illustrated in
Section 5.

4.6. Using a Buyer-Operated CSA Alongside Self-Interested CSAs
The model assumes that if the buyer resumes her search after exhausting all of the
available CSAs, then her search may be continued by querying sellers directly, with
a cost cbuyer→seller ≥ ccsa→seller. We now prove that in the case where the buyer may
continue her search using a cost ccsa→seller, i.e., using a buyer-operated CSA, sellers
can never benefit from offering a payment M , as compared to the case where CSAs are
exclusively buyer-operated.

PROPOSITION 4.10. Sellers’ expected benefit in equilibrium where buyer-operated
CSAs are used alongside self-interested CSAs is always smaller than in the case where
only buyer-operated CSAs are used.

PROOF. We prove that with the hybrid search that combines self-interested CSAs
and buyer-operated CSAs, the expected quote that the buyer ends up with is necessar-
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ily lower than when using only a buyer-operated CSA. Therefore the seller loses both
because of the reduced purchase price and because of the payment M to the CSA.

With the addition of self-interested CSAs, the buyer can simply set the value of
rbuyer→csa to be the optimal reservation value used in the buyer-operated-CSA sce-
nario. If all N CSAs have been exhausted, then the buyer continues querying sellers
directly, using the same reservation value. Since cbuyer→csa ≤ cbuyer→seller, and since
each CSA returns a quote from a more favorable distribution (freturned(q) in compar-
ison to f(q)), the CSA is likely to end up with a better expected quote and spend less
on the search overall, compared to the buyer-operated case. Since setting the value of
rbuyer→csa to the reservation value used in the buyer-operated-CSA scenario is a subop-
timal strategy for the buyer, the optimal buyer’s strategy yields an even lower expected
quote, resulting in the sellers’ loss in comparison to the buyer-operated case.

5. WHEN EVERYBODY WINS
In this section we illustrate the performance of buyers, sellers and CSAs under dif-
ferent conditions, when self-interested and when buyer-operated CSAs are used. The
illustrations are based on a synthetic environment that uses the uniform distribution
function (f(q) = 1, F (q) = q, 0 ≤ q ≤ 1) as the distribution of price quotes. It is notable
that while sellers’ pricing is not affected by the CSAs’ search strategy, their profit is
affected by the CSAs’ search. This is reflected by the expected price at which the buyer
buys the product. Generally, the greater the extent of the search and its efficiency, the
lower the expected payment each seller receives when a buyer buys from it.

The most important conclusion made, based on the figures presented in this section,
is that there are cases where the use of competing CSAs can result in a mutually-
beneficial equilibrium, where buyers end up with a reduced expected expense and sell-
ers end up with a greater expected benefit (in comparison to the buyer-operated-CSA
case). Furthermore, as demonstrated throughout the section, there are many settings
where, despite not having both parties benefit from the transition to self-interested
competing CSAs, the sum of changes in the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s
expected benefit is positive. This result suggests various opportunities for the market
designer to improve market performance by dictating the number of CSAs in the mar-
ket, N , the payment, M , and the appropriate side-payments that will ensure that both
parties benefit from choosing the use of self-interested CSAs (if such mechanisms are
available).

One key observation that helps in understanding the existence of such a mutually-
beneficial equilibrium is that, in many settings, the use of competing CSAs results in
an increase (rather than the decrease one would expect to find) in sellers’ expected ben-
efit compared to the buyer-operated case, despite having the sellers pay for the CSAs’
search. To take this result to the extreme, the second part of the section demonstrates
that even if the seller had accounted for all the costs associated with querying CSAs,
her expected benefit could have increased. This is achieved by introducing an equilib-
rium analysis for the case where a meta-CSA which costs are covered by the seller is
available in the market. The analysis is followed by an illustrative evidence for a pos-
sible increase in the seller’s expected benefit due to the introduction of the seller-paid
meta-CSA.

5.1. Equilibrium with Self-Interested CSAs
For exposition purposes, any curve in the figures given in this section is marked ac-
cording to the model it was produced: curves depicting a result obtained with self-
interested CSAs are marked by “(SI)” and those depicting a result related to a buyer-
operated case are marked by “(BO)”. The CSA’s expected benefit, whenever depicted, is
of course related to the self-interested CSAs case. The vertical axis in all figures rep-
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Fig. 1. The structure of the equilibrium strategies (left) and the resulting buyer’s expected expense and
seller’s and CSA’s expected benefit (right), as a function of the payment M offered by sellers to CSAs (hori-
zontal axis) for the self-interested and buyer-operated cases. The parameters used are: cbuyer→csa = 0.05,
cbuyer→seller = 0.08, ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and N = 3. An equilibrium in this setting exists for M > 0.011
and the reservation values satisfy rbuyer→csa ≤ rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller , such that the increase in M
results in a decrease in rcsa→seller and rbuyer→csa. Both the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s ex-
pected benefit decrease as M increases. The range of M values for which a mutually-beneficial equilibrium
exists is marked with the dotted rectangle.

resents monetary values, thus the higher the value, the greater the expected expense
is for the buyer (and thus the worse her performance) and the greater the expected
benefit is for the seller. When the buyer is the one operating the CSA, both her own
and the seller’s performance do not depend on M (nor N ). The buyer’s cost-minimizing
strategy in this case is to search sequentially according to the reservation value cal-
culated in (3). Therefore buyer-operated curves in the figures are typically horizontal.
On the other hand, in the scenario where CSAs are self-interested agents, different
levels of competition (resulting from the extent of the search set by each CSA) yield a
different performance for the buyers and sellers.

We begin with the structure of the equilibrium strategies (following Proposition
4.3 and Theorem 4.4). Figure 1 depicts the reservation values used by buyers and
CSAs in equilibrium (left graph) and the resulting buyer’s expected expense and
seller’s and CSA’s expected benefit (right graph), as a function of the payment M of-
fered by sellers to CSAs (horizontal axis) for the self-interested and buyer-operated
cases. The values of the other model parameters were set to: cbuyer→csa = 0.05,
cbuyer→seller = 0.08, ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and N = 3. As observed from the figure, an
equilibrium in this setting exists only when M ≥ 0.011. The reservation values satisfy
rbuyer→csa ≤ rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller, such that the increase in M results in a de-
crease in rcsa→seller and rbuyer→csa. Intuitively, since the expected benefit of the CSAs
is zero (for an equilibrium where rbuyer→csa < rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller), the increase
in M results in an overall increase in the amount of search (see Corollary 4.6). This
increase in the amount of search is reflected by a decrease in the reservation value
used by each of the CSAs, and consequently a decrease in the reservation value used
by the buyer, rbuyer→csa. Once rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller, the CSAs have an actual positive
expected benefit, as observed in the right graph of Figure 1. From the right graph, we
also observe that both the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s expected benefit
decrease as M increases. The decrease, in this case, is explained by the increase in
the payment to CSAs that the sellers incur and the improvement in the buyer’s effi-
ciency of the search (as CSAs use lower reservation values when M increases). Once
rbuyer→csa = rcsa→seller, any further increase in M will not affect the buyer’s expected
expense, since the reservation value used by the CSAs remains steady. The seller’s ex-
pected benefit, however, will keep decreasing, since despite having the buyer purchase
the product at the same expected price, the payment that the seller needs to pay the
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Fig. 2. The effect of the number of self-interested CSAs available, N , over the expected benefit of sellers
and the expected expense of buyers. The parameters used are: cbuyer→csa = 0.05, cbuyer→seller = 0.08,
ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and M = 0.014. The case where N = 1 is the worst and N = 2 is the best from the
buyer’s perspective. From N = 2 and on, any increase in N results in an increase in the buyer’s expense.

CSAs increases. The decrease in the sellers’ expected benefit for this range is therefore
equal to the increase in the CSAs’ expected benefit. A mutually-beneficial equilibrium
solution is obtained for any M value in the interval 0.020 − 0.022. Furthermore, it is
notable that the sum of changes in the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s ex-
pected benefit is positive for the range (0.018− 0.035), with a peak of 0.01 at M = 0.025.
Therefore, given an appropriate side-payment mechanism, a greater extent of such
beneficial solutions can be engineered.

Figure 2 depicts the effect of the number of self-interested CSAs available, N ,
over the expected benefit of sellers and the expected expense of buyers. The values
of the other model parameters were set to: cbuyer→csa = 0.05, cbuyer→seller = 0.08,
ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and M = 0.014. As observed from the figure, the case where N = 1
is the worst from the buyer’s perspective, as it results in the highest expected expense.
This is explained (see Proposition 4.8) by the fact that, when not facing a competition,
the CSA uses a reservation value that equals rbuyer→seller, which is the worst possible
scenario from the buyer’s perspective. (If there are competing CSAs, the reservation
value used by CSAs satisfies rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller). Therefore, the transition from
N = 1 to N = 2 results in a substantial decrease in the buyer’s expected expense. Nev-
ertheless, from N = 2 and on, any increase in N results in an increase in the buyer’s
expense. This non-intuitive result (a decrease in the buyer’s expense despite the seem-
ingly increased competition resulting from the increase in the number of competing
CSAs) is explained, once again, by the decrease in the extent of search performed by
each of the CSAs available to the buyer. In particular, we note that since the expected
number of sellers queried remains constant (see Corollary 4.6), the buyer’s search is
now executed with the use of more CSAs (hence more is spent in terms of cbuyer→csa)
and the reservation value used by each CSA increases (hence each CSA searches to a
lesser extent). The intuition for the behavior exhibited by the seller’s curve is similar
(as any increase in the buyer’s expected payment for the product results in an equal
increase in the seller’s expected benefit).
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Fig. 3. The expected number of CSAs queried by the buyer, the expected number of sellers that each CSA
queries and the product of the two, which is the expected number of sellers queried overall, for different
values of N . The parameters used are: cbuyer→csa = 0.05, cbuyer→seller = 0.08, ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and
M = 0.014. The expected number of sellers queried overall is fixed for N ≥ 2.

Figure 3 complements Figures 1 and 2, illustrating that the expected number of
sellers queried when rbuyer→csa < rcsa→seller ≤ rbuyer→seller is fixed, regardless of the
number of available competing self-interested CSAs (N ≥ 2), as given in Corollary 4.6.
The figure depicts the expected number of CSAs queried by the buyer,ECSAs queried (see
(17)), the expected number of sellers that each CSA queries (given by 1/F (rcsa→seller))
and the product of the two, which is the expected number of sellers queried overall, for
different values of N . The values of the other model parameters were set for this figure
to: cbuyer→csa = 0.05, cbuyer→seller = 0.08, ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and M = 0.014 (same as in
Figure 2). As observed from the figure, the expected number of sellers queried overall
is indeed fixed for N ≥ 2.

Figure 4(a) demonstrates that a mutually-beneficial equilibrium may exist even if
only one self-interested CSA is available (see Section 4.4). The setting uses the pa-
rameters cbuyer→csa = 0.002, cbuyer→seller = 0.003 and ccsa→seller = 0.001. Any M value
below 0.013 in this case produces a negative expected benefit for the CSA, and therefore
equilibrium exists only for settings where M ≥ 0.013. As observed from the figure, a
mutually-beneficial solution exists for anyM in the interval (0.13−0.16). A positive sum
of differences between a buyer’s and a seller’s performances with self-interested CSAs
compared with buyer-operated CSAs holds in the interval (0.13 − 0.20). Figure 4(b)
demonstrates a similar type equilibrium solution for the case where the buyer can re-
use CSAs (see Section 4.5). The setting uses the parameters cbuyer→csa = cbuyer→seller =
0.001 and ccsa→seller = 0.00005. The expected benefit of the CSA in this case is zero (see
Proposition 4.5). As observed from the figure, a mutually-beneficial equilibrium exists
for any M in the interval (0.00278 − 0.00309) and an equilibrium where the sum of
differences is positive exists for any M < 0.004.

To shed some light on the role of CSAs’ competition in reaching mutually-beneficial
equilibrium solutions, Figure 5 depicts the buyer’s expected expense (left graph)
and the seller’s expected benefit (right graph) as a function of cbuyer→csa (horizontal
axis) for different values of N . The setting uses the parameters cbuyer→seller = 0.08,
ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and M = 0.019. For N = 1 there is no value of cbuyer→csa for
which a mutually-beneficial equilibrium is obtained in this setting, and therefore the
N = 1 curve is excluded from both graphs. From the figure we observe that a mutually-
beneficial equilibrium is obtained for settings with 2 or more competing CSAs, when
cbuyer→csa obtains values from the interval 0.061 − 0.069 (and for N = 2 also from the
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Fig. 4. (a) Buyer’s expected expense and seller’s expected benefit when only one self-interested CSA is
available. The parameters used are: cbuyer→csa = 0.002, cbuyer→seller = 0.003 and ccsa→seller = 0.001. A
mutually-beneficial solution exists for any M in the interval (0.13−0.16), marked with the dotted rectangle.
(b) Buyer’s expected expense and seller’s expected benefit when the buyer can re-use CSAs. The parameters
used are: cbuyer→csa = cbuyer→seller = 0.001 and ccsa→seller = 0.00005. The expected benefit of the CSA
in this case is zero. A mutually-beneficial equilibrium solution holds for any M in the interval (0.00278 −
0.00309), marked with the dotted rectangle.
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Fig. 5. The buyer’s expected expense (left graph) and the seller’s expected benefit (right graph) as a function
of cbuyer→csa (horizontal axis) for different values of N . The parameters used are: cbuyer→seller = 0.08,
ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and M = 0.019. For N = 1 there is no value of cbuyer→csa for which a mutually-
beneficial equilibrium is obtained in this setting, and therefore the N = 1 curve is excluded from both
graphs.

interval 0.043 − 0.069). Therefore, the existence of competition can result in substan-
tial expansion of the ranges of the different parameters values for which a mutually-
beneficial equilibrium exists, or even enable a mutually-beneficial equilibrium when
such an equilibrium cannot exist at all for N = 1.

The focus of the above examples is on showing that the sellers can benefit despite
being the ones that eventually incur the CSAs’ search cost (in the form of the payment
M ). However, buyers in our model can also benefit from allegedly worsening their
searching capability. We exemplify with a case where an increase in cbuyer→seller can
actually turn out to be beneficial for the buyer. As discussed in the former section,
despite having the option to resume her search by querying sellers directly, the buyer
never gets to take advantage of this option in equilibrium because the CSAs use a
reservation value lower than rbuyer→seller. Still, the option to query sellers directly
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and the resulting reservation value rbuyer→seller affect the existence of equilibrium. We
demonstrate this using a setting with four self-interested CSAs, with cbuyer→csa = 0.05,
ccsa→seller = 0.0025 and M = 0.011. In this setting, there is an equilibrium with self-
interested CSAs only if cbuyer→seller > 0.011, in which case the expected expense of the
buyer is 0.086. For cbuyer→seller < 0.011, there is no equilibrium with self-interested
CSAs, and if buyer-operated CSAs are used then the expected expense of the buyer is
0.121. Therefore, in this setting, an increase in cbuyer→seller to any value above 0.011
actually benefits the buyer, as it enables a favorable equilibrium that could not have
held otherwise.

5.2. Using a Meta-CSA
Following the illustrations of mutually-beneficial equilibrium solutions with compet-
ing self-interested CSAs, we extend the analysis to settings where a meta-CSA is used.
The idea is to give further evidence for the ability of sellers to increase their expected
benefit by increasing their liability for the costs of using the CSAs. A meta-CSA is a
type of shopbot (often referred to as a “MetaBot”) that, instead of searching websites
directly, queries shopbots and retrieves and aggregates the information from them
[Wan and Liu 2009; Etzioni 1997]. Several such aggregators can be found today. For
example, Roboshopper (roboshopper.net) returns information from the web’s leading
online comparison shopping services – including MySimon, Yahoo Shopping, Price-
grabber, Froogle, NexTag and many others – all via one easy-to-use tool. Earlymiser
(Earlymiser.com) is a meta-comparison shopping engine that pulls the best prices on
products from Shopping.com, eBay, Amazon and Yahoo Shopping. Since the meta-CSA
saves the buyer much of the cost incurred when querying each of the CSAs individu-
ally, one would expect that the inclusion of such a service in the market would reduce
buyers’ expected expense and similarly decrease sellers’ expected benefit. Surprisingly,
we manage to demonstrate in the following paragraphs that both buyers and sellers
can benefit from the existence of a meta-CSA, even if sellers are requested to cover
the expenses of a meta-CSA, in addition to the payment M to the CSA that directed
the buyer to their website. It is notable that the meta-CSA in this case is not assumed
to be a self-interested agent that attempts to maximize its own expected benefit, but
rather can be seen as an artificial means for querying all of the self-interested CSAs.

The analysis of the meta-CSA case follows the analysis that was introduced in the
former section, with the only difference being that all CSAs are queried in parallel by
the meta-CSA (rather than sequentially by the buyer) once the buyer queries the meta-
CSA. We use cbuyer→meta to denote the cost that the buyer incurs when querying the
meta-CSA. The model assumes cbuyer→meta ≤ cbuyer→seller for the same considerations
used for justifying cbuyer→csa ≤ cbuyer→seller. Similarly, we use rbuyer→meta to denote the
reservation value used by the buyer for querying the meta-CSA. The cost incurred by
the meta-CSA for every CSA it queries is denoted cmeta→csa.

Since cbuyer→meta ≤ cbuyer→seller and the meta-CSA returns a quote based on at least
N quotes, the buyer will always start her search by querying the meta-CSA and will
never query sellers individually afterwards. The probability P (q) in this case is thus
given by:

P (q) =

{
(1− Freturned(q))N−1 0 < q < rbuyer→seller
0 q > rbuyer→seller

(18)

The value of the CSA’s expected-benefit-maximizing reservation value rcsa→seller can
be extracted from (6):

ccsa→seller =M

∫ rcsa→seller

q=0

(P (q)− P (rcsa→seller))f(q)dq (19)
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THEOREM 5.1. In a model of self-interested CSAs with a meta-CSA: (a) An equilib-
rium in which all CSAs take an active part is necessarily symmetric and will exist if
and only if MF (rbuyer→seller)/N > ccsa→seller.
(b) The CSAs’ expected-benefit-maximizing reservation value in equilibrium is given by
rcsa→seller = F−1( ccsa→sellerNM ) and their expected benefit is zero.

PROOF. The proof of the symmetric equilibrium resembles the proof given in
Proposition 4.2: Assume otherwise, i.e., there exist at least two CSAs, CSAα and
CSAβ , which reservation values satisfy: rcsaβ→seller < rcsaα→seller. However, if CSAα
finds it beneficial to resume its search if obtaining a value rcsaα+ε then necessarily:
ccsa→seller < M

∫ rcsaα→seller+ε
q=0

(P (q)−P (rcsaα→seller + ε))f(q)dq. Since CSAβ necessarily
returns a value equal to or less than rcsaβ , P (q) = P (rcsaα→seller + ε) = 0 for any q >

rcsaβ→seller and therefore: ccsa→seller < M
∫ rcsaβ→seller+ε
q=0 (P (q) − P (rcsaβ→seller))f(q)dq.

Hence, whenever obtaining a value greater than rcsaβ→seller the search should be
resumed, which contradicts the assumption that rcsaα→seller is the expected-benefit-
maximizing reservation value of CSAα.

If MF (rbuyer→seller)/N < ccsa→seller, then the CSAs’ expected benefit is necessarily
negative, since each of them queries at least 1/F (rbuyer→seller) sellers (as the reserva-
tion value of the CSAs satisfies rcsa→seller < rbuyer→seller) and its expected benefit is
necessarily M/N (as all CSAs use the same reservation value, and therefore the prob-
ability of any individual CSA to obtain the payment M is 1/N ). If an equilibrium in
which all CSAs take an active part exists, then according to (18), P (rcsa→seller) = 0,
and therefore (according to (19)): ccsa→seller = M

∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

P (q)f(q)dq. Substituting
the latter in (13) obtains: Vcsa = 0. Since the term M

∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

P (q)f(q)dq increases
as rcsa→seller increases, there is necessarily a single equilibrium for any setting where
MF (rbuyer→seller)/N > ccsa→seller.

Since the agents use symmetric strategies, their expected gain is M/N , whereas
their expected cost is ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller). In order to satisfy a zero expected
benefit, the following should hold: M/N = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller), resulting in:
rcsa→seller = F−1( ccsa→sellerNM ).

Denoting the expected value of the minimum quote returned by the N CSAs by
E′returned, the buyer’s expected expense in this case is E′returned + cbuyer→meta and the
seller’s expected benefit is given by: E′returned − M . E′returned can be calculated as
E′returned =

∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

qNfreturned(q)(1−Freturned(q))N−1dq. Using integration by parts
obtains:

E′returned =

∫ rcsa→seller

q=0

(1− Freturned(q))Ndq (20)

We conclude the equilibrium analysis of the meta-CSA case with an important prop-
erty related to the effect of the number of competing CSAs in the market on the buyer’s
expected expense.

PROPOSITION 5.2. The expected expense of the buyer with the presence of a meta-
CSA increases as the number of CSAs available, N , increases.

PROOF. Substituting F (rcsa→seller) = ccsa→sellerN
M = AN (from Theorem 5.1) in (20)

obtains: E′returned =
∫ rcsa→seller
q=0

(1 − F (q)
AN )Ndq (where A = ccsa→seller

M ). We show that
(1 − F (q)

AN )N increases as N increases for any F (q). Setting B = F (q)/A, the deriva-

tive of (1 − B
N )N according to N is

(
1 − B

N

)N(
ln(N−BN ) − B

B−N

)
. Now notice that
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B = F (q)/A < N (since N = F (rcsa→seller)M
ccsa→seller

and F (rcsa→seller) > F (q)) and therefore(
ln(N−BN ) − B

B−N

)
is always positive. Therefore (1 − B

N )N increases as N increases,

hence the integrated term (1 − F (q)
AN )N increases as N increases. Since rcsa→seller also

increases as N increases, the value of E′returned increases as N increases.

Proposition 5.2 suggests a somewhat unique market behavior. While one would ex-
pect the increase in the number of competing CSAs to induce competition, resulting
in further searching that benefits buyers, the expected expense of buyers actually in-
creases despite not paying for the search (other than the fixed cost cbuyer→meta they
incur). This result can be explained using Theorem 5.1. Since the CSAs have a zero
net benefit from their search, the increased competition results in an increase in the
reservation price they use. The expected minimum quote that the buyer eventually
receives is now affected positively by the additional quotes (from the additional CSAs)
and negatively by the increased reservation value that the CSAs use. The expected
number of searches that each CSA performs is given by 1/F (rcsa→seller), which equals

M
ccsa→sellerN

according to Theorem 5.1. The overall expected number of searches that
the buyer’s request yields is thus fixed: M

ccsa→seller
.8 However, when CSAs share this

amount of searches, there is more parallelism in the search and less sequential de-
cisions are made by the searching CSAs., i.e., the results obtained are based on more
parallel searches where each of the parallel searches is less competent than in the case
of fewer competing CSAs. Given that the cost of each query is fixed we can consider a
“budget” of M/ccsa→seller queries that needs to be spent in search. Spending this bud-
get by making decisions sequentially is always superior to the case of having several
decision makers acting in parallel. Therefore, when there are less CSAs, each CSA’s
search is more effective, to an extent that compensates the loss due to the smaller
number of searching CSAs. (Indeed, mathematically, Proposition 5.2 shows that the
expected minimum quote received with N CSAs is less than the expected minimum
quote received with N + 1 CSAs if the expected number of quotes is fixed).

Despite the increase in the buyer’s expected expense due to the increase in the num-
ber of CSAs, the expected benefit of the seller does not necessarily increase. This is
mainly because the buyer needs to account for the expected cost of the meta-CSA
when querying all CSAs, which increases as the number of CSAs that need to be con-
tacted increases. Still, in many settings, adding the meta-CSA makes things better
for the seller as well. Figure 6 depicts the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s
expected benefit in equilibrium with self-interested CSAs and a meta-CSA and in the
case where a buyer-operated CSA is used, for different numbers of CSAs (N ). The
curves resulting from the meta-CSA case are marked “(Meta)”. The values of the
other model parameters were set to: cbuyer→meta = cbuyer→seller = cbuyer→csa = 0.05,
cmeta→csa = ccsa→seller = 0.001 and M = 0.016. As expected, based on Proposition
5.2, the expected expense of the buyer with a meta-CSA increases as the number of
CSAs available increases. Furthermore, in this case the seller’s expected benefit also
increases as N increases. In this specific example, for all N values, both buyers and
sellers improve their performance with the meta-CSA compared to the buyer-operated
case.

Figure 7 depicts the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s expected benefit in
equilibrium with self-interested CSAs, with and without a meta-CSA, and in the case
where a buyer-operated CSA is used, as a function of M . The curves resulting from the

8This also derives from the fact that the CSAs’ net benefit is zero, and therefore the aggregate search cost
(over all CSAs) is covered by the payment M , resulting in an overall number of searches M/ccsa→seller .
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Fig. 6. The buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s expected benefit in equilibrium with self-interested
CSAs, a meta-CSA and in the case where a buyer-operated CSA is used, for different numbers of CSAs (N ).
The parameters used are: cbuyer→meta = cbuyer→seller = cbuyer→csa = 0.05, cmeta→csa = ccsa→seller =
0.001 and M = 0.016. Both the expected expense of the buyer and the expected benefit of the seller with a
meta-CSA increase as the number of CSAs available increases.

meta-CSA case are marked “(Meta)”. The values of the other model parameters were
set to: cbuyer→meta = cbuyer→seller = cbuyer→csa = 0.01, ccsa→seller = cmeta→csa = 0.00012
and N = 3. The mutually-beneficial equilibrium in this example, when not using a
meta-CSA, occurs for any value of M in the interval (0.00461− 0.00472). The maximum
expected benefit of the seller in a mutually-beneficial equilibrium is 0.0081 and the
maximum sum of the improvements in the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s
expected benefit in a mutually-beneficial equilibrium is 0.0005. With the meta-CSA
we obtain an expected maximum benefit of the seller in a mutually-beneficial type
equilibrium of 0.0093 (improvement of 15% in comparison to the case without a meta-
CSA) and the maximum sum of the improvements in the buyer’s expected expense
and the seller’s expected benefit in a mutually-beneficial type equilibrium is 0.0015
(improvement of 300%). Therefore, despite the fact that the buyer now uses the meta-
CSA to query all CSAs while only incurring the cost of querying the meta-CSA, and
despite having the seller fully account for the meta-CSA’s costs of querying all CSAs
and paying M to the CSAs, the seller benefits in comparison to the case where the
meta-CSA is not available to buyers.

6. PREVENTING MISUSE
One inherent threat to stability in markets with competing CSAs where CSAs do not
charge buyers for their services is the possibility of CSA-misuse [Zhu and Madnick
2010; mySimon 2000]. Such a phenomena occurs when a CSA has an incentive to dis-
guise itself as a buyer and request price comparison services from another CSA (for
free), rather than search by itself [Zhu and Madnick 2010; Kephart et al. 2000]. In-
deed, there are various security and authentication techniques that can be adopted for
correlating any quote with the CSA which originally generated the query that yielded
said quote. Yet sellers do not really care who originally queried them for the price quote
and will be happy to make the payment M to any CSA that can direct a buyer to them
who is willing to purchase at that price.

A possible search-theory based solution to the problem is to set a fixed fee cfee for
using the CSA. In this case, a CSA considering misusing another CSA will need to
take into consideration the tradeoff between the additional gain in receiving the min-
imal quote returned by the other CSA and the cost cfee of using that CSA. Similarly,
each time a buyer contacts a CSA it will incur a cost cfee (in addition to the intrinsic
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Fig. 7. The buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s expected benefit in equilibrium with self-interested
CSAs, with and without a meta-CSA, and in the case where a buyer-operated CSA is used, as a function of M .
The parameters used are: cbuyer→meta = cbuyer→seller = cbuyer→csa = 0.01, ccsa→seller = cmeta→csa =
0.00012 and N = 3. The range of M values for which mutually-beneficial equilibrium exists is marked with
the dotted rectangle.

cost cbuyer→csa). In the following paragraphs, the equilibrium of a model where misuse
is prevented by having CSAs set a fixed usage fee is analyzed. The parameter cfee is
therefore an additional decision variable of the CSA. We prove that with such mis-
use prevention a mutually beneficial solution of the form illustrated in the previous
section does not hold. It is demonstrated, however, that the change in the sum of the
improvements in the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s expected benefit can
be positive. Illustrations in this section are based on the same synthetic environment
that was used in the former section.

Under the new circumstances, the buyer considers the cost cfee as a search cost for
receiving a quote q from a distribution freturned(q). The buyer thus sets her reservation
value for querying the CSA using a modification of (11):

cbuyer→csa + cfee =

∫ rbuyer→csa

q=0

(rbuyer→csa − q)freturned(q)dq (21)

Now consider the CSA’s alternatives at any stage of its search process. First, it can
terminate its search, returning the minimum price quote obtained up until that point
(or null if none). Second, it can query a seller for a price quote with a cost ccsa→seller,
yielding a value from f(q). Finally, it can query a random CSA that it had not misused
so far for a cost cfee + ccsa→csa, yielding a price quote from freturned(q), where ccsa→csa
denotes the cost that a CSA incurs when querying another CSA. It is assumed that
ccsa→csa ≤ ccsa→seller, for the same considerations that were used for justifying the
relationship cbuyer→csa ≤ cbuyer→seller.

Based on the optimal search principles that were discussed in Section 4, when choos-
ing between querying a seller and querying another CSA the CSA needs to choose the
alternative associated with the greater reservation value. We use the same mapping
of revenue to price as before, hence the CSA will always choose the alternative associ-
ated with the lower reservation value. The reservation value of querying another CSA,
denoted rcsa→csa, can be calculated using a modification of (6) as follows:
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ccsa→csa + cfee =M

∫ rcsa→csa

q=0

(P (q)− P (rcsa→csa))f(q)dq (22)

The reservation value for querying another seller, rcsa→seller, is calculated according
to (6) as in Section 4. The CSA will choose to go with an additional price quote from a
seller rather than misuse another CSA if rcsa→seller ≤ rcsa→csa (if rcsa→seller = rcsa→csa,
the CSA is indifferent to the two options, and by misusing another CSA it is actually
delegating the task entirely to the other CSA, leaving a zero benefit to itself). There-
fore, using cfee that satisfies rcsa→seller = rcsa→csa guarantees the prevention of CSA
misuse. In this case the CSA will always prefer querying a seller, and since CSAs are
not limited by the number of sellers they can query, they will always have an oppor-
tunity to obtain a price quote from a source with a reservation price lower than the
reservation price of the other CSAs.

THEOREM 6.1. A symmetric equilibrium in a misuse-enabled environment exists if
and only if cfee = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller) − ccsa→csa and the following two conditions
are satisfied:

(1− Freturned(rbuyer→csa))(−M +
MF (rcsa→seller)cfee

ccsa→seller
+

ccsa→seller
F (rcsa→seller)

) (23)

+ Freturned(rbuyer→csa)(M −
ccsa→seller

F (rcsa→seller)
+ cfee) < cfee

MF (rcsa→seller)

Nccsa→seller
+
M

N∫ rbuyer→seller

q=rbuyer→csa

fN−1(q)(MF ′returned(q) + c′fee)dq < cfee
MF (rcsa→seller)

Nccsa→seller
+
M

N
(24)

where fN−1(q) is the probability distribution function of the minimum quote among the
N − 1 quotes returned by N − 1 CSAs, calculated as: fN−1(q) = (N − 1)freturned(q)(1−
Freturned(q))

N−2, F ′returned(q) is the probability that the CSA returns a quote lower than
or equal to q if using a reservation value rbuyer→seller and c′fee is the usage fee for which
the buyer is indifferent between querying a seller and querying a CSA that charges this
usage fee, calculated as: c′fee =

∫ rbuyer→csa
q=0

(rbuyer→seller − q)f ′returned(q)dq − cbuyer→seller,
where f ′returned(q)dq is the probability distribution function of values returned by the
CSA if using a reservation value rbuyer→seller.

PROOF. An equilibrium in which all CSAs use a fee that enables misuse can never
exist since it necessarily results in an infinite loop as each CSA will indefinitely pass
the chore to another CSA, resulting in a loss for the CSAs. We first prove that the use of
cfee ≥ c∗fee = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller)− ccsa→csa necessarily prevents misuse, and that
the use of cfee < c∗fee necessarily results in a misuse. Then we prove that if all CSAs
use cfee > c∗fee, each individual CSA has an incentive to slightly decrease the usage fee
it charges, thus this cannot be the equilibrium usage fee. Substituting freturned(q) =
f(q)/F (rcsa→seller) and cfee = c∗fee + ε = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller) − ccsa→csa + ε in (22)
obtains:

c∗fee + ε =M

∫ rcsa→csa

q=0

(P (q)− P (rcsa→csa))f(q)dq (25)

which is identical to (6), except for the ε element on the left-hand-side. Therefore, if
ε ≥ 0 then rcsa→csa ≥ rcsa→seller, hence preventing misuse. Otherwise, i.e., if ε < 0,
rcsa→csa < rcsa→seller and the CSAs are used by others. This completes the first part of
the proof.
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If cfee > c∗fee is in equilibrium, then the probability P (q) is given by (12). Now con-
sider a single CSA setting its usage fee to c′′fee = cfee − ε where ε < cfee − c∗fee, while
using the same reservation price for querying sellers as the other CSAs, rcsa→seller.
None of the other CSAs will misuse this CSA, since c′′fee > c∗fee guarantees rcsa→seller <
rcsa→csa (according to (6) and (22)), hence misuse is prevented. The effect of using c′′fee
on the CSA’s expected benefit in this case is two-fold. On one hand, the CSA loses
ε whenever contacted by a buyer. On the other hand, this CSA is now necessarily
the first to be contacted by the buyer, thus P (q) = 1 for q < rbuyer→seller (compared
to the expression given in (12)). This is because, from the buyer’s point of view, con-
tacting that CSA will result in obtaining a quote from the same distribution from
whence the other CSAs’ quotes are drawn (freturned(q)), however paying a lower fee.
The increase in the CSA’s expected payment received from sellers in this case is pos-
itive, and does not depend on the value ε (since the CSA is still searching according
to the same reservation value rcsa→seller as the other agents). Since the increase in
the expected payment received from sellers is fixed, and the decrease in the payment
received from buyers is ε, then there is necessarily a value ε small enough to make
the net change in the CSA’s expected benefit positive. Therefore, a cfee different than
c∗fee = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller)− ccsa→csa is necessarily not in equilibrium.

Equation 23 is necessary in order to guarantee that no individual CSA has an in-
centive to deviate to a usage fee cfee − ε, (ε → 0). In this case, the CSA will benefit
from being the first to be queried by the buyer. If indeed the quote it returns is be-
low rbuyer→csa (i.e., with probability Freturned(rbuyer→csa)), the buyer will terminate her
search and the benefit of the CSA will be (M − ccsa→seller

F (rcsa→seller)
+ cfee) (where ccsa→seller

F (rcsa→seller)

is the expected cost of search until obtaining a quote below rcsa→seller). Otherwise (i.e.,
with probability 1− Freturned(rbuyer→csa)), the CSA will be misused by all other CSAs,
therefore its expected expense for the search will be M (according to Corollary 4.6, in-
cluding the cost due to the buyer’s query). Its expected revenue in the latter case is the
usage fee cfee multiplied by the number of times the CSA is queried (MF (rcsa→seller)

ccsa→seller
,

according to Corollary 4.6) and the payment M obtained if the other quotes it sup-
plies to other CSAs when misused are greater than the quote that it returned to the
buyer (i.e., with probability of 1/(MF (rcsa→seller)

ccsa→seller
)). The right-hand-side of the equation

is the expected benefit if keeping the usage fee cfee unchanged, in which case the CSA
obtains a payment cfee with probability MF (rcsa→seller)

Nccsa→seller
(the expected number of CSAs

queried divided by the number of CSAs available to the buyer, N ).
Equation 24 is necessary in order to guarantee that no CSA has an incentive to set

a usage fee c′′fee greater than the one that the other CSAs use, however it is associated
with a reservation value similar to rbuyer→seller so that the buyer is guaranteed to
query that CSA before querying individual sellers. Since the new usage fee should
guarantee rbuyer→csa = rbuyer→seller, its value can be calculated (according to (11)) as
cfee =

∫ rbuyer→csa
q=0

(rbuyer→seller − q)f ′returned(q)dq − cbuyer→seller. Since the CSA uses a
fee c′′fee > cfee, it will be queried by the buyer only if all other CSAs returned a quote
greater than rbuyer→csa, and a payment M will be received only if returning a quote q
lower than the minimum quote returned by the other N − 1 CSAs.

At this point, we have everything that is necessary in order to calculate the equi-
librium strategies of the buyer and CSAs, if such a c∗fee-based equilibrium exists. The
value of rcsa→seller = rcsa→csa, rbuyer→csa and rbuyer→seller can be calculated by solving
the set of equations (21), (12), (10), (22) and cfee = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller)− ccsa→csa.
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The expected expense of the buyer is Ereturned + (cbuyer→csa + cfee)ECSAs queried. The
seller’s expected benefit is: Ereturned−M . The expected benefit of each CSA per buyer’s
search is given by: cfeeMF (rcsa→seller)

Nccsa→seller
+ M

N .

THEOREM 6.2. An upper bound for the buyer’s benefit improvement (if any) from
using competitive self-interested CSAs rather than buyer-operated ones, when CSAs
avoid misuse through the introduction of a usage fee cfee = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller) −
ccsa→csa, is cbuyer→csa.

PROOF. If there were no limitations over the number of CSAs that can be queried,
then the buyer would have queried CSAs, in the self-interested-CSAs case, until re-
ceiving a quote below rbuyer→csa. The buyer’s expected expense in this case would have
been:9

V∞(rbuyer→csa) =

∫ rbuyer→csa
y=0

yfreturned(y)dy + cfee + cbuyer→csa

Freturned(rbuyer→csa)
(26)

Obviously the expected expense when using the same rbuyer→csa strategy, hav-
ing only N agents, is greater than V∞(rbuyer→csa), thus (26) gives a lower
bound to the buyer’s expected expense when CSAs charge cfee. Substituting
cfee = ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller) − ccsa→csa, freturned(y) = f(y)/F (rcsa→seller) and
Freturned(rbuyer→csa) = F (rbuyer→csa)/F (rcsa→seller) in (26), obtains:

V∞(rbuyer→csa) =

∫ rbuyer→csa
y=0

yf(y)
F (rcsa→seller)

dy + ccsa→seller
F (rcsa→seller)

− ccsa→csa + cbuyer→csa
F (rbuyer→csa)
F (rcsa→seller)

(27)

>

∫ rbuyer→csa
y=0

yf(y)dy + ccsa→seller

F (rbuyer→csa)

where the inequality derives from the fact that ccsa→csa < cbuyer→csa. Now notice that
the last expression is exactly the expected cost of a buyer-operated sequential search
according to 4.2, if using reservation value rbuyer→csa, excluding the cost cbuyer→csa.
Therefore, the improvement can be at most cbuyer→csa (if any) .

Theorem 6.2 has an intuitive interpretation: operating the CSA by herself, the
buyer can emulate a search from a distribution freturned(q) simply by re-sampling
a new seller whenever receiving a quote greater than rcsa→seller. The expected
cost incurred between any subsequent receipts of any two such price quotes is
ccsa→seller/F (rcsa→seller), which is less than the cost of using the CSAs for this pur-
pose. Therefore the difference between the two cases is at most the cost of accessing
the CSA.

Figure 8 illustrates the buyer’s and seller’s performance in the misuse preven-
tion scenario. The left graph in the figure depicts the expected benefit of sellers
and the expected expense of buyers with self-interested CSAs that use cfee accord-
ing to Theorem 6.1 and with buyer-operated CSAs, for different values of M . The
values of the other model parameters were set to: cbuyer→csa = cbuyer→seller = 0.02,
ccsa→seller = ccsa→csa = 0.00014 and N = 2. The right graph depicts the sum of dif-
ferences between the buyer’s and seller’s performance with self-interested CSAs com-
pared to their performance when using buyer-operated CSAs. As observed in the figure,

9This is the equivalent of (4), allowing the buyer to request as many quotes as needed, sequentially, from
distribution freturned(y), incurring a cost cbuyer→csa + cfee each time.
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Fig. 8. The expected benefit of sellers and the expected expense of buyers with self-interested CSAs that
use cfee according to Theorem 6.1 and with buyer-operated CSAs (left), and the sum of differences between
a buyer’s and a seller’s performance with self-interested CSAs compared to their performance with buyer-
operated CSAs (right), for different values of M . The parameters used are: cbuyer→csa = cbuyer→seller =
0.02, ccsa→seller = ccsa→csa = 0.00014 and N = 2. For M > 0.0026, the sum of differences is positive.

for M > 0.0026 the sum of the differences is positive, and therefore if an appropriate
side-payment mechanism is available, a mutually-beneficial solution can be devised.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The main innovation of the analysis given in this paper is in taking CSAs to be self-
interested agents that aim to maximize their own benefit. As such, the CSAs’ search
strategy does not always align with the best interests of the buyer or the seller. The
setting being used, in which buyers can use several different CSAs that offer the
comparison-shopping service for free while building on sellers’ payments, is in fact
the one seen in real-life electronic markets nowadays. The analysis, which is entirely
based on search theory (which power of modeling markets is well established in the lit-
erature [McMillan and Rothschild 1994; Morgan and Manning 1985; Smith 2011, inter
alia]), provides an understanding of the unique dynamics according to which buyers
and CSAs set their strategies, and the resulting equilibrium. It is notable that the
model does not take sellers to be strategic players, and both the payment to the CSA
and the distribution of prices in the market are assumed to be constant and exogenous.
This exogeneity may be justified in many ways. For example, the payment that sellers
need to pay a CSA upon transaction usually depends on product category [Moraga-
Gonzalez and Wildenbeest 2011] rather than used as a decision variable in the model.
Similarly, sellers often set their prices taking into account other markets in which they
are active (i.e., multichannel retailers [Xing et al. 2006]) and/or change their prices as
a result of external factors (as in the case of airfares where price changes according to
seat availability, fuel prices, cancellations, etc.). Still, incorporating sellers’ responses
to the market dynamics as part of the equilibrium analysis can certainly account for
important and intriguing results that are not covered by the current analysis. In fact,
there is no guarantee that the solution characteristics described will still hold if the
sellers compete on pricing or commission. This, however, does not detracts from the
importance of the cohesive equilibrium analysis given in the paper and the results
revealed through it.

The implications of the analysis to marketplace platforms owners are numerous.
First, and most important, it is shown that in some cases the equilibrium set of CSAs’
strategies results in an improvement in the performance of both buyers and sellers (in
comparison to the buyer-operated case), while the CSAs’ net benefit is non-negative.
This is explained by the tradeoff of buyers between the savings in search costs and the
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resulting inefficiency of search through self-interested CSAs. In a way, the competing
CSAs are used in this case as a means for transferring some compensation from sellers
to buyers in return for reducing the extent of their search. Any direct transfer of such
compensation is likely to fail, since the buyers’ search extent increases as the cost
of search decreases. The fact that sellers can actually benefit from the introduction of
competing CSAs in the market is in contrast to the case where CSAs are assumed to be
fully in the service of buyers. In the latter case, it has been shown both analytically and
experimentally that the benefits of price search services fall primarily to the buyers,
and sellers in such settings are subject to a low profit per unit [Gorman et al. 2009;
Nermuth et al. 2009].

The above mutually beneficial solution is not a product of the competition per se.
As demonstrated in Section 5, the phenomena can occur also in settings where there
is only one self-interested CSA available in the market. Yet, the occurrence of such
a result is rare in comparison to when there are several competing CSAs. Moreover,
it is shown that even if the seller further enhances the competition, by fully covering
the expenses of a meta-CSA that enables querying all CSAs with no additional cost
to buyers, her expected benefit in comparison to the case where buyers incur a cost
for each CSA they query individually may improve. Basically, in the absence of com-
petition dynamics, a single self-interested CSA would be able to take over much of
the buyer’s surplus. This is generally avoided (or substantially reduced) when there
are competing CSAs. Furthermore, the buyer’s expected expense in equilibrium with
a single self-interested CSA is always worse (i.e., greater) than her expected expense
with several competing CSAs.

Two additional interesting characteristics of the equilibrium solution relate to buy-
ers. The first concerns querying sellers directly. The characterization of the equilibrium
suggests that buyers will first query CSAs and will never complement their search
with querying sellers directly. One phenomena that is demonstrated in this context
is that an increase in the buyer’s intrinsic cost of querying sellers can actually have
a positive effect on the buyer’s expected expense, as it may enable a favorable equi-
librium that could not have held otherwise (see Section 5). This is because the option
to query sellers directly and the resulting reservation value that the buyer uses for
deciding on querying sellers affect the existence of equilibrium. A relatively low cost of
querying sellers may preclude the existence of equilibrium. It is notable that if given
the option to continue querying sellers directly with a buyer-operated CSA (rather
than based on the intrinsic cost of querying sellers directly), the expected quote with
which the buyer ends up after using the self-interested CSAs is necessarily lower than
when using only a buyer-operated CSA (Subsection 4.6). Therefore the seller in this
case loses both because of the reduced purchased price and by the payment to the
CSA, and a mutually-beneficial type equilibrium cannot exist. The decision to use a
buyer-operated CSA should therefore be strategic from the buyers’ point of view, since
once sellers realize that buyers use a buyer-operated CSA, they will cease to offer the
self-interested CSAs a payment and the buyers will end up losing.

The second unique equilibrium characteristic that concerns buyers is the effect of
CSAs’ competition over buyers’ expected expense. One would expect a decrease in the
expected expense as the number of competing CSAs in the market increases (i.e., when
the competition rises). Alas, in the model analyzed, an increase in the number of com-
peting CSAs typically results in an increase in the buyer agents’ expected expense.
This, as explained in the former sections, is the result of the decreased efficiency of the
overall search.

The fact that buyers do not necessarily gain from the existence of self-interested
competing CSAs suggests that market owners should not prefer to include those in
the market as a default (over supplying buyers a cooperative CSA that charges only
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its operational (querying) cost). Instead, the usefulness of each alternative should be
carefully evaluated, based on the principles given in the analysis section. In fact, if
a market owner can control either the number of CSAs in the market or dictate the
payments they receive from sellers, it can substantially improve the performance of
the market, individual-wise. Furthermore, even in the case where one of the sides
does not benefit from the use of self-interested CSAs, in comparison to buyer-operated
CSAs, mutually-beneficial solutions can be artificially constructed whenever the sum
of the changes of the two sides is positive and a side-payment mechanism is available.
Control over the number of CSAs can be achieved either by offering them a fixed incen-
tive, as discussed in Section 5, or through licensing. The control over seller payments
to CSAs is a bit more difficult to achieve, though it can be thought of as a condition
for allowing the seller to operate in the market. A side-payment mechanism can be
implemented in many forms, such as rebate from sellers if purchasing through a CSA,
and taxation or a subscription fee on buyers (if applied by the market owner).

It is notable that whenever market-designer/owner interference is allowed, the first-
best is to dictate a single search, either by the consumer herself or via a single search
agency. In the same spirit, one can consider a solution where the seller is forced to
sell the product at a pre-defined price, thus entirely eliminating the need for search,
and then split the surplus between buyer and seller. One major disadvantage of such
a solution is that in order to make it a mutually-beneficial type solution, one needs
to establish a mechanism for side-payments. Other disadvantages of such a solution
are: (a) it requires far more interference from the planner/designer’s side than the self-
interested-CSAs solution; and (b) it results in a fixed price (after the transfer of the
side-payments) which might be a problem, given that the sellers’ prices are determined
externally and the same prices that potentially hold in the parallel channels should
also hold in this market.

The analysis methodology is also used for investigating a solution to the CSA misuse
problem, which is one of the most inherent problems of CSA technology. Section 6
discusses a solution in the form of a fixed usage fee CSAs set in order to guarantee
misuse prevention. It is demonstrated that even in this case a wise selection of the
buyer payment and the number of CSAs can result in an increase in the sum of changes
in the buyer’s expected expense and the seller’s expected benefit in comparison to the
buyer-operated case.

The analysis and results can be generalized for other markets, where the buyers’
search involves a thorough evaluation of opportunities rather than merely obtaining
a price quote. Examples of such markets are autotrader.com and Yet2.com. In these
examples, the buyer needs to query sellers for supplementary information regarding
the opportunities they list (used cars in the case of Autotrader, inventions and patents
in the case of Yet2)10 in order to reason about their actual value. In such settings it is
common to find professionals that can query sellers on behalf of the buyer and eval-
uate the opportunities listed in a much more efficient fashion (i.e., with less effort,
consuming less resources). For example, a professional mechanic may be able to better
evaluate the benefit to the buyer in each car listed on Autotrader. Similarly, a profes-
sional with a premium subscription to independent agencies that monitor the recorded
history of cars, such as Carfax.com, will need to pay less for retrieving a specific car’s
history. In the case of markets for technology, one may think of professionals with
expertise in areas that complement the buyer’s main business. Such experts can some-

10The Yet2 marketplace operates as an online platform that allows “sellers” (industrial firms, en-
trepreneurial ventures, research universities and individual inventors) to post their inventions for a fee,
while “buyers” can register free of cost, search the listed inventions and engage in an exchange [Dushnitsky
and Klueter 2011].
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times offer a more reliable evaluation of the benefit to the company from investing in
any specific technology or from purchasing specific patents offered in these markets.
In both examples, the same question of whether to rely on a free seller-sponsored self-
interested agent or hire a costly agent that will conduct the search according to the
buyer’s best interests may arise. This question can apply directly to buyers and to the
marketplace (platform) owner/operator whenever licensing is an issue or technological
barriers prevent such mediators from gaining direct access to sellers’ information.

Further research, following the idea of markets with competing CSAs, is likely to
address more complicated schemes of payments offered by sellers (e.g., commission in
terms of a percentage of the transaction cost), possible heterogeneity in search charac-
teristics (e.g., different querying costs for different sellers) and other misuse prevention
methods (e.g., charge per query). Also, the model considers an intrinsic buyer’s search
cost, thus much of the analysis can be used if a model where CSAs charge buyers a
usage fee is to be considered. Yet, a complete analysis of an equilibrium where CSAs
also get to control the level of the usage fee they charge buyers is beyond the scope of
the current paper and thus suggested for future research. Finally, further research for
developing mechanisms for transferring some of the buyer’s surplus to the seller (and
vice versa) is greatly desired. Such mechanisms can be of much use whenever only
one side benefits from the introduction of self-interested CSAs in the market and the
benefit of that party is greater than the loss of the other. Such research will certainly
benefit from the analysis given in this paper.
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Appendix - Summary of Notations

symbol explanation
N number of competing CSAs in the market.
M seller’s payment to CSA upon purchase of a buyer directed

to it by the CSA.
f(q) distribution of prices offered by sellers.
F (q) probability that a random query yields a price lower than q.
ccsa→seller the cost that the CSA incurs whenever querying a seller.
cbuyer→csa the cost that the buyer incurs whenever querying a CSA.
cbuyer→seller the cost that the buyer incurs whenever querying a seller

directly.
Ri, ci, fi(x) the reservation value; cost of query; and distribution of val-

ues of a given opportunity that is available to the searcher.
R, c, f(x) the reservation value; cost of query; and distribution of val-

ues in the homogeneous case.
V (R) expected benefit when using reservation value R.
q the quote returned by the seller if queried.
P (q) the probability that the buyer will actually buy the product

if receiving price quote q from the CSA (i.e., that the seller
will not obtain a better price quote along her search).

rcsa→seller the reservation value used by the CSA for deciding whether
to query an additional seller.

rbuyer→csa the reservation value used by the buyer for deciding whether
to query a CSA.

rbuyer→seller the reservation value used by the buyer for deciding whether
to query an additional seller.

freturned(q) the probability the CSA returns a quote q if queried.
Freturned(q) the probability the CSA returns a quote equal to or lesser

than q if queried.
Pqueried(i) the probability that a queried CSA is the i− th queried CSA

in the buyer’s search.
Vcsa the expected benefit of the CSA whenever contacted by the

buyer.
Esellers queried the expected overall number of sellers queried by the CSAs

as a result of the buyer’s querying of CSAs.
Ereturned the expected price quote with which the buyer eventually

ends up in equilibrium.
E[x|x < q] the expected quote given that it is below q.
EN [X|X > q] the expected value of the minimum quote out of a sample of

N quotes, given that all N quotes are above q (and necessar-
ily below rcsa→seller).

fN (y|y > q) the probability distribution function of the minimum value
in a sample of N observations taken from a distribution
freturned(q), given that all observations are above q

ECSAs queried the expected number of CSAs that the buyer samples.
cbuyer→meta the cost that the buyer incurs whenever querying the meta-

CSA.
rbuyer→meta the reservation value used by the buyer for deciding whether

to query the meta-CSA.
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cmeta→csa the cost that the meta-CSA incurs whenever querying a
CSA.

E′returned the expected value of the minimum quote returned by the N
CSAs in the meta-CSA model.

cfee the usage fee set by CSA (i.e., the fee that users need to pay
in order to query the CSA) for misuse prevention.

ccsa→csa the cost that the CSA incurs whenever querying a nother
CSA.

rcsa→csa the reservation value used by the CSA for deciding whether
to query another CSA.

fN−1(q), Freturned(q)
′ the probability distribution function of the minimum quote

among the N − 1 quotes returned by N − 1 CSAs; the proba-
bility that the CSA returns a quote less than or equal to q if
using a reservation value rbuyer→seller.

c′fee the usage fee for which the buyer is indifferent between
querying a seller and querying a CSA that charges this us-
age fee.

c′′fee a usage fee to which the CSA may deviate in the case of mis-
use.
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